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INTRQDUCTICN

Emblem

The apple industry ls a 15 to 20 million dollar source of cash

income to Virginia farners, and lt is of comparable importance in

nelghboring states. Virginia is the third ranking state in the production

of apples, producing nine per cent of the total national crop.l/ The trend

ln apple production has been downward in Virginia for the past several

years. This downward trend has been accempanled by increased cmpetition

from other apple prcducing areas and frem other frults, by higher

capital requirements for equipment, and by hlgher labor coets.

Much research on cultural and spraylng practlces has enabled

apple growers to increase their efflclency in apple production.

However, after applee have been produced they must be prepared for

market. Very little research werk hae been done on problems connected

with efficlency in operation of packing houses, yet the cost of

packing apples (including packlng material) ls approlnately the same

as the cost of produclng them.

Apple production ls repcrted in nearly 50 per cent of the ceuntles

of Virginia. However, the main conmercial prcduclng countles are in

1/ ¤• N·
$¤¤1’¤h•VirginiaAgricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 462, June 1953, page 7.
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the western part of the State extending from Southwest Virginia to

Northern Virginial( Figure 1. This area is dlvided into five

dlstricts (Northern, Western, Central, Southwestern, and Southern)

by the Virginia Cooperative Crop Reporting Service, as shown in
g

Table l. The main area of apple production is in the Northern

District where roughly 50 to 60 per cent of the State's prodction

is produced.

Many varieties of apples are produced in the State by both

large and small orchardiste. Most of the apples grown in the State

are packed in sheds located on or near the farms on which they are

grown and, if stored, they are usually placed ln comerclal cold

storages in nearby towns.

There are approximately 235 packlg houses in the State. The

facilities for packlng apples in these plante very in capaclties from

5,000 bushels to 250,000 bushels of packed fruit annually. Chly a

small percentage of these plante are equipped to handle a volume of

fruit exceeding 50,000 bushels annually. Most of the plants were

constructed and equipped many years ago when the cost of labor was

low in relation to equipent and building cost. In fact, many of the

packing houses were built for other uses and were not properly designed

for efficient layout of equipment or use of labor. Several of the

commercial apple producers have enlarged their orchards from year to

year, which has required expansion of packing plant facilities.

l/ Estlmated Apple Production ln Commercial Counties, Virginia
Cooperative Crop Reporting Service, Huchmond, Virginia, July 1955.
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Table 1. Estimated Apple Production in Commercial Countles,
1951•1952·1953·1954•

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
COUNTY 1951 —l952 1953 1954

Thousands of Bushels
§CRTHERN D18 1 QLCQ

Clarke 800 850 710 1,260Fauquier 150 145 40 210Froderick 1,550 1,670 1,270 2,830Loudoun 160 145 130 180Madison 140 105 80 130Rappahannock 700 560 380 950Rocklngham 580 670 370 800Shenandoah 520 620 430 860Warren 170 152 80 280
District Total 4,770 4,9l7» 3,490 7,500

!E§TERN DLSTRQCT
Augusta 750 690 430 950Botetourt 350 430 160 450Roanoke 340 320 160 350

District Total 1,440 1,440 750 1,750
CEQIRAL DQSTRLQI

Albemarle 690 655 520 700Amherst 130 160 110 230Bedford 170 220 150 240Nelson 600 655 300 680
District Total 1,590 1,690 1,080 1,850

SOUTHWESTERN DQSTQTQI ‘
Carroll 300 250 190 320Gilos 100 60 40 120Smyth 250 190 195 160Wise 200 250 190 320Wythe 190 145 85 80

District Total 1,040 895 700 1,000
SQQIHERN DQSTRICT

Franklin 340 300 157 370Patrick 380 335 240 430
District Total 720 635 397 800

STATE TOWAL 9,560 9,577 6,417 12,900

Sources Virginia Cooperative Crop Reporting Service, Richmond, Virginia,
July
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However, most of these growers have expaded by adding new pieces of

equipment to their old plante, which may or may not have achieved

the least cost combination for efficient packing house operations.

Since most of the innovations have been in the nature of expediencies,

a large percentage of the packing house operations involved in packing

pples are performed in ill—designed buildings with obsolete equipment

and at a relatively high cost.

A number of orchardists in Virginia and other eastern states do

not produce individually a large enough quantity of apples to attract

many buyers of fruit. For instance, with the rapid expansion of chain

organizations in the retail food trade, buying of fruit for these

stores has become concentrated in the hands of a few buyers. In

order for these buyers to perform their jobs efficiently, they seek

sources of supplies in sufficient volume of specified quality, variety,

and type of pack to meet their requirements. Only a few of the

larger producers are able to meet these demands; consequently, several

of the smaller producers are finding it difficult to market their

fruit at a profltable price.

Some apple producers have organized cooperatives to meet these

conditions, and other apple producers sell their fruit to commercial

packers who pack the fruit and market it in larger volumes than the

small indepedent apple producer is able to do. Cxher apple growers

are planning similar organizations for packing and marketing their

fruit. A knowledge of the effect of size of operation and work methods

on the cost of packing and handling apples is needed by these growers

and plant operators so that they can plan their operations more

effectively.
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It is recognized that in most industries there are certain economies,

or cost savings, available through expansion of scale of operation up

to a certain point. These include economies gained from greater labor

specialization, greater specialization of capital equipment and increased

size of mechanical devices, from large•sca1e distribution, and so forth.

As a firm becomes larger, it can reduce its average cost by takin

advantage of these techniques.;/Since the apple pscking industry is

not essentially different from any other business, one might hypothesize

that there are certain economies to be gained with increase in size of

business up to a certain point.

The apple producer is also confronted with handling a semi-

perishable commodity which must be harvested with a minimum of delay--

usually six to eight weeks; otherwise, the storage life and quality of

the apples may be affected adversely. During this period, the apples

are subject to all kinds of weather conditions in the orchard and must

be harvested at the proper stage of maturity. Hence, it is necessary

to have proper equipment and facilities for harvesting the crop with

a minimu of delay.

Operating under present economic conditions of rising labor and

equipment cost, the apple industry in Virginia is feeling competition

more severely than has been the case in the past. In order to meet

this competition, apple growers need information on efficient work

routines, equipment, and facilities for the packing and handling of apples.

1/ J. A. Bein, Erica Theggy, Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1948,
page 112.
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0bject;ves•—Scgge and ggmitatlons

The overall objective of this study is twofolda (1) to determine
the effect of size of operation, and (2) to determine the effect of

different types of equipment and work methods on the cost of packing
apples in bushel containers.

In a highly copetitive industry such as that of handling apples,

a business must be efficiently operated to be successful. The entre·

preneur must at all times be ready to take advantage of technological
improvements and innovations which will increase his efficiency in the

handling and packing of his product. However, before the plant operator

can take advantage of new practices, he must have sufflcient knowledge
° of them. It is not the intent of this study to furnish the apple

producer with information on all the factors influencing the cost of
packing apples. Rather, it will be limited to the phase stated in the

title. Other phases of the packing house operation will be studied by

other states cooperating in the Northeastern Regional Project on fruit

marketing.

The face-and—fil1 bushel basket and the wrap-and-count Northwestern

box were the most common bushel containers used in this area. Therefore,
this study makes comparisons of labor requirements and cost of packing
apples in various size plante with different types of equipment for

these two types of containers. Several plants packed a limited quantity

of tray packs (Friday Packs) which were comparable to a bushel unit.

However, the labor cost for packing this container was practically the

same as that for the wrap•and—count Northwestern box.
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It must be emphaslzed that this study did not attempt to evaluate in

e\ economic terms the amount and extent of bruislng done to the fruit in the

various plante. However, it was recognlzed that some plante handled the

{ fruit with greater care than did others, Although a comparison of the
6 ß

amount and extent of bruisig is desirable, lt was impossible to measure

these factors in the allotted time and with the personnel availablea

Therefore, this study was limited to the direct cost of labor, work

methods, and equipment for packing apples•

Since this study was conducted in cooperation with other states

participatig in the Northeastern Regional Project on fruit marketing,

~ it was designed to study plante packin 100,000 bushele of apples or

less per season.£/ g

Review of giteggtgre

There is only a limited amount of information on the effect of

size of operation and type of equipment on the cost of packing apples•

A search of the literature revealed several studies made on various

phases of apple production and merchandlsing of apples, but only one

study was found on methods and equipment for handlig and packing spples

at the packlng house• This study was a marketing research project

sponsored by the Agricultural Marketing Service of the United States

1/ One of the plants included in this study packed slightly mere
than 100,000 buehels during the 1956 packing season; however, this was
not usual for this plant•
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Department of Agriculture in cooperation with the Washington State

Apple Commission. However, the results of the study conducted in

Washington State have not been published.

A study by Bere and Cravensl/at Ohio State University was the only

one found in which an effort was made to determine the effect of size

of operation on the cost of packing apples. They concluded from

their analysis that labor costs in grading and pecking were not related

to size of operation. Growers with small volumes had about the same

labor costs as the growers with larger volumes. However, the smaller

growers tended to have larger machinery investments per harvested bushel,

and their operations were not as continueus, with the result that

overhead for such items as buildings, managerial expense, etc., were

greater than for the larger operations. Their study did not place a

monetary value on the cost of packing apples in various size plante,

but they concluded that costs per unit of packed fruit were slightly
less for the larger operations. More important than size of operation

in affecting labcr costs were the methods of packing, skill of the

packers, and the method of paying the workers (hourly er piece rate).

Gaston and Hurstz/in their stdies of packing houses found that

l/ R. L. Bere and M. E. Cravens, ”Study Shows Apple Packing
Costs Vary,' Timely Egggggic Lnfgrmation fo; Ohio Eggggrg, Ohio
Agricultural Extension Service, Paper No. 333, Oct. 1955.

g/ H. P. Gaston and W. A. Hurst, Fruit Packlgg House Plan agg
Qperation, Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Spec. Bul. 5362,
East Lansing.
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the efflciency with which the grading and packing operations were

performed depended to a large extent upon the packlng house design.
Their studies indicated that no two packing houses were exactly the
same, but that several fundamental features of design such as floor
space, accessibility, number of floors, and storage for empty
containers were important. Their studies led to the conclusion that
the efficiency of a fruit packing operation depends upon having a
packing house of good design, equipment of adequate capacity, and
a capable and well-supervised crew.

A study of handling fruit with fork·lift trucks by Levins ad
Gaston led to the conclusion that, under conditions existing in many
Michigan orchards and fruit processing plante, the use of fork·lift
trucks materially increases the efflciency with which fruit is handled
an such equipment can be operated successfully by the workers commonly
employed.l/ It was found that the use of fork•lift trucks save time,
money, and effort, and also maintained quality of the product. Their
findings indicated that an investment in such equipent would pay
big dividends when handling over 25,000 bushels of fruit per season.
However, prices have changed since this study was made.

Defgngtigg of Tergs

Since different terminology is used between different areas to

lf J. H. Levlns and H. P. Gaston, Frgit Handlggg glth Fork LggtTrggg, Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Spec. Bul. 379, EastLansing, Michigan. March 1953
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describe the various packing house operations, it is necessary to

define certain terms in this thesis for clarity. Some terms such as

apple and fruit, plant ad packing house, box and container, etc., are

used synonymously in this study; however, the terms will be used

according to the following definitions.

ggghel gni} refers to contalners holding 42 to 55 pounds of apples.

Weight will vary depending on variety, size, etc., of apples. A

standard bushel of apples weighs 48 pounds.

Cggacity refers to the potential volme of a machine or worker.

ggg}; is a slide made of wood or metal and shaped so it guides material
from one level to another.}

Cgder gggle; are small apples, 2 or 2i inches and smaller in size,

that are utilized by processing plants for making cider and vinegar.

Cgll gggles are apples having a limited use for cider and vinegar.

This grade is frequently termed ”Hog Apples', and they are often fed

to livestock.

gggle sg;}s represent apples separated in the grading operation because

of lack of sufficient color to meet grade requirements for packed fruit
of U.—S. No. l grades or better. This fruit was usually sold to

processors, truckers, or local trade.

gggg;gg_gg;;;}}gg includes dumping and removal of apples from the field
containers.

Mgn hgur is defined as the aount, or unit, of work performed by a man
or woman in one hour--used as a method of measuremeht of various packing

house labor requirements in this study.
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Mgn•mgng;e refers to the amount of work performed by a man er woman in

one minute or one sixtieth of a man·hour,

Igtgg ggpgr regugggments is the gross labor inputs minus any delays,

expressed in man-hours or man—minutes required for the performance of

an operation or cycle of operations in the packing house.

ßgcgggg hogse is used in a very general sense to describe the packing

shed, house, or building in which the apples are packed. Packing house

is uses synonymously with plant and building in this study.

Pgckeg {ggg; refers to fruit which has been graded, sized and placed

firmly in containers for transporting to storage or buyers.

Pgcgggg gtgtggg is used to describe the area and equipment where

apples are accmulated and packed in containers (may be packing table,

packing bin, rotating tub, or return·flow belt).

Sgage g{ ggeratggn refers to the size of the business.

yggggg rafers to the actual output of the plant, or quantity of fruit

handled in bushels.

Me;hodo1ggy gnd Sgugge o{ Qgtg

A group of packing houses were selected from the Virginia State

Horticultural Society list of packing plante operating in Virginia.

These plants were selected on the basis of size and type of equipment.

Prior to making any observation in these plants, they were visited to

determine their desirability and the willingness of the plant operators

to cooperate in this study. From this group, 20 packing sheds were

selected for study. However, because of adverse weather conditions
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during the packing season, usable data were collected in only 15 of

the 20 plante selected.

The work-sampling method was used in obtaining data for each of

the various operations in each plant. That is, records were obtalned

on time, equipment and personnel requirements and output for several

time periods for each opration or work method. Time requirements for

the various operations were taken with stop watches calibrated to

one·hundredth of a minute.

Forms were prepared and utilized in recording the information on

work sampling. Other pertinent infonaation regarding the packing house

was obtained from the plant operator. Scale drawings were made of each

packin house operation and packing line so that the flow of fruit

could be studied and better analyzed.

As a check on whether the smple time periods were repre entative

of the normal operation of the plants studied, additional data were

obtalned on the operation of the plants during the entire season.

This information was obtained through use of a mail questionnaire.

The average total time required to pack a bushel of apples calculated

from the work•sample data and from data on the questionnaires was

approximately the sam for each plant. The average time required as

determined by the work·smplig method was slightly lower than that

determined from the questionnaire data on all plants. This was

expected because the work•sampling data did not include all work

stoppages and delays. Therefore, the data collected from work

sampling were used in making comparison of the various plant operations

because they reflected the potential capacity of the plant.
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The costs of equipment and buildigs for the various operations

were calculated on the basis of replacement cost in order that comparisons

of equipment could be made.

ßggsggeggnt gf Sgge gf Bgsggegg

Size of business is not easily determined or defined. In fact,

some writers on the subject maintain that it has never been determined

in exact terms. Noyes, in his writing, points out some of the

difficulties. The physical plant (building and equipment) is capable

of operation at all levels between an absolute minimum (shut down)

and some maximum capacity. As the rate of operation is lncreased

from the minimum, it may change in any one or more combinations of at

least four dimensions: (1) the nuber of parallel lines or duplicate

machines in use, (2) the number of days per week the plant is

operated, (3) the number of hours per day the plant is operated, and

(4) the speed (within possible limits) at which each machine is run.l/

Apple packig houses are subject to these variations, as is any

other business. In arriving at a measure of size for this type of

business, perhaps several measures could be used, such ass bushels

of apples packed per season or hour, nuber of employees working in

the plant, number of bushels of apples dumped per season, capital

investment in building ad equipent, square feet of floor space in

1/ C. R. Noyes, 'Certain Problems in Empirical Study of Cost',
Americgn Ecgnomig Revieg, Sept. 1948, page 481.
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the building, and bushels of apples dumped or proceseed through the

plant per hour. Any one or a combination of these measures could

poseibly be used in determinlng the size of a packing house operation.

For the purpose of this study, the number of bushele dumped per

hour was used as a measure of size of operation. This measure

wasusedsince it reflected the potential rate of output of the plant.

It also provided a comparable basis for evaluating like plant operations,

work methods, etc.

Ctasstficgtton of Plants ßggoggtgg to Stte

The 15 plante included in this study were claeslfied ae large,

medium, and small. Large plante included those dumplng 200 bushels

or more per hour; mediu·size plante inclued those dumping between

100 and 199 bushels per hour; and small plante included those dumping

less than 100 bushels per hour. This study included five large plante,

six medium·size plante, and four small plante.

To disguiee the identity of these plante, a random number was

assigned to each of the plante.
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COST AND EFFICIENCY IN PACKING HOUSE OPERATION

Baslg Qgerg;;ogs gerggggeg ig ggglg ßgcglg Hggses

Many variations ln werk methods and types of equipment are used in
Virginia packing sheds which have significant influences on labor
requirements and cost of packing apples. However, before dlscusslng
the various factors, it seems deslrable to acqualnt the reaer with
the basic operations performed in a typical apple packing hause in
Virginia.

When the fruit arrives at the packing house frem the orchard, it ls
unloaded and placed in temporary storage er cold storage, er moved

directly to the dumping station.l/ Prem the temporary storage area, the

crates are moved to the dumping station. Here the apples are emptled

from the containers onto a cenveyor belt (usually referred to as a
dumping table or receivig table) leading to an elimlnator which

removes the small apples,comm0nly termed ciders. The remainlng apples

pass through a cleaner which consists of a series of revolving roller

brushes. These brushes clean the apples, removing spray resldues,
leaves, and other foreign materials. Since apples have a natural wax

on them, the bruehes and polishlng cloths in the cleaner also pellsh

the apples.

;/ A diagrmmetlcal flow chart of an apple packlng house ls shown in
Figure 2.
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Some plante wash apples by spraying water on them, precedig
the brushing operation in the cleaner. However, this practice is
not comon in Virginia. It Is only when the apples are wet that this
practice is followed. This method permits cleaning the apples when
they are wet, whereas plante which do not have washing facilities have
to stop the packing house operations if the apples are wet•

After the apples have been cleaned, they pass over a grading or
sorting table. Here the apples are manually inspected ad separated
into grades for packin, or diversion to processing or other uses.

Following the gradig operation, the apples are transported on
conveyors to sizlng units. The sizing unit mechanically separates the
fruit into uniform lots fer packaging„ From the sizin units, the
fruit is diverted to packing stations or onto conveyor belts leading
to the packing stations•l/

Packers remove the fruit frm the packing etations and place it
into containers. The packed containers are then placed on a conveyor
which transporte them to a lldding machine.

After the containers have been lidded, they are segregated accord-
ing to size of apple and moved to a temporary storage area for movement
to comercial cold storage or to market. In some cases cold storage
facilities are available on the farm, in which cases the packed
contalners may be moved directly to cold storage from the liddig machine•

lf Packing stations used in a general sense refer to packing table,packing bins, rotatlng tubs, or return-flow belt where the apples areaccumul ated for packaging.
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To analyze these various operations on a comparable basis, it was

necessary to classify the packlng house operations into different

categories: (1) receiving of apples at the plant; (2) movement of

fruit from temporary storage to the duping station, dumping of the

contents from each field crate, and removal of the empty field crates;

(3) grading; (4) handling of table sorts, culls, and cider apples;

(5) sizing; (6) packaging; (7) lidding of containers; and (8) move•

ment of packed containers to temporary storage, to a loading dock, or

tc cold storage on the farm.

Rggegvggg Qpeggtlgn

Containers

Three types of containers were used for transporting the fruit

from the orchard to the packing house; (1) field crates which hold

from 45 to 50 pounds of apples, (2) Northwostern boxes which hold

from 40 to 45 pounds of apples, and (3) three—bushe1 woden barrels

which hold approximately 135 pounds of apples. The field crates were

the predoinant containers used. Figure 3a. The inside dimensions

of this crate are ll 5/16 by 13 7/B by 19 6/16 inches, and it holds

slightly more than a bushel of apples. lt was a common practice not

completely to fill the field crates so that they could be stacked

without brulsing the fruit. One of the chief advantages of the field

crate is that it can be handled manually or mechanically. In addition,

it can be used many times and stacked in a reasonable amount of space

(full or empty).
,
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The Northwestern box was used as an orchard container in one plant.

It was used once and then packed with fruit for marketing. The use of

the Northwestern box as a packing container offers opportunity to

reduce the cost by eliminating the requirement for field crates. The

handling characteristics of this container are the same as those of g
the field crate although the capacity is less. Therefore, more boxes

must be handled in packing a given volume of fruit. Another disadvantage

of the Northwestern box as an orchard container is that if it is used

more than once lt becmes soiled, weather beaten, and damaged to the
Ä

extent that it becoes too unattractive to use as a market container.

The use of three·bushel wooden barrels did not appear to be an

efficient method for this operation. Two men are required to load

and unload these barrels from the truck and the lifting is a strenuous

task in relation to handling other types of containers. In addition,

barrels can not be handled mechanically, and they require a great

deal of space to stack full or empty. The fruit is also subject to

more bruising in the barrel because of the increased pressure on the

fruit with larger volume per container. Also, the fruit is subject

to more bruising in duping from barrels since they are more difficult

to handle.

Load Sizes for Trucks and Trailers

The load size for the trucks and trailers transportig fruit from
the orchard to the packing house ranged from 51 to 344 bushels. There

was no stanard load size except for trucks unloaded with the industrial
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clamp•1ift and the industrial fork·l1ft truck, which handled unit
loads of 60 field cratee. Where these machines were used, 192 ad
120 bushels respectively were a standard truck load.

Effect of Size of Cperation on Labor Efficiency

Thls study shows that an increase in scale of operation under
the variable operatin conditions existing, did not have any

significant influence on labor efficiency in recelving apples at
the plant. The large plante received from 2.18 to„ 7.24 bushels
per man•mlnute, with an average of 3.72 bushels per man•minute. The
medium-size plante received from 2.44 to 12.85 bushels per man•minute,
with an average of 4.27 bushels per man•m1nute. The small plants
received from 1.15 to 2.64 bushels per man—minute, with an average of
1.90 bushels per man-minute. Thus, it is easily seen that there was
more difference within groups of plante than between groups of plants.
This wide varlatlon was due to the fact that some plante within groups
use industrial forkzllfte and industrial cle¤P·1ift trucks, while
other plante performed the operation manually or with equiment less
efficient in the use cf labor. The cost associated with ownlng and

lvl

operating the various types of equipment handling various volumes
of fruit will be discussed in subsequent sections.

Effect of Werk Methods and Equipment on Labor Efficiency

Three different practices of recelvlng apples at the plant are

followed in Virginia: (1) movement of fruit directly to the dumping
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station, (2) movement of fruit to a temporary storage bank, and (3)

movement of fruit directly to cold storage from the orchard• The

practice of moving fruit directly to the dmping station was followed

in some plants that had limited space for temporary storage, However,

it was not uncmon for a load of fruit occasionally to be moved

directly to the dumping station in any of the plante, Since there

was considerable delay in the unloading operation by this method, it

was followed by few plant operators• 8
Movement of fruit directly from the road truck er trailer to a

»- temporary storage bank was the most widely observed method of receiving

fruit. By this method, the fruit was first moved to temporary storage

and later moved to the dmping station.

The moveent of apples directly from the orchard to cold storage

is rarely practiced in Virginia because of the inaccessibility of

cold storage facilities to most growers. By this method, the apples

were removed from storage at some later period and processed through

the packing house, The movement of apples directly from the orchard

to cold storage has advantages and disadvantages• In any event, the

labor requirements and cost of receiving fruit at the storage would e

be similar to those in receiving fruit at the packing shed and moving

to a temporary storage area• The difference in labor requirements

and cost would be directly associated with the difference in the

distance over which the fruit is moved,

The following types of equipment were used in the receiving ·

operation at the packlng houses gravity roller conveyors, two•whael
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hand·clap trucks, industrial fork-lift trucks, industrial slamp-lift
truoks, and by hand without mechanical aid. The construction

characteristlce of some of this equiment verled amng individual g
items of the same type, but the basic construction was the same for

3

each type.

Field crates of apples were occasionally
M

received at the packig house without the use of mechanlcal aid.

Thls method was employed in plante at which the road truck or trailer
could be positioned relatively close to the receiving area, and where

the field cratea did not have to be moved a great distance from the

truck. By this method, the field crates were normally moved to

the back or to the side of the truck bed by one man, and were stacked

in temporary storage by one or two mens Time studies showed that two

men could handle an average of 223 field orates per man—hour by this

method when the field crates were moved only six feet ae compared to

213 field crates per man—hour with gravity conveyers moving the crates

15 feet. Thus, this job can be done as efficiently manually as with

gravity conveyors when movin the fruit only a short dlatance•m

However, if the boxes are to be moved greater distances, the time

requirements for the job by this method inoreased rapldly. For

example, 175 bushels were handled per man—hour when the cretes were

moved 15 feet, and only 110 bushels were handled per man·hour when

the fruit was moved 30 feet•_ Figure 4.
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The most widely observed method of receiving apples

at the plant amployed gravity conveyors6l/ The cost of gravity conveyors

is relatively cheap, They also appeared to be relatively flexible, and

were often used for other operations in the plant, such as for movement

of ites between work areas for relatively long or short distances by

gravity,

As an example of the flexibility of this type of equipment in one

plant, a section was inverted, a unit load of several boxes was placed

Ä on it, and it was then pushed to a storage area, The use of a oonveyor

section in this manner appeared to be extremely limited because of the

difficulty ua making turns,

Slight variations were noted in the lengths of the sections for

the different types of conveyors, but the costs per section were about

the same for all types, The cost of the curved sections (45 and 99

degree curves) was slightly higher than that of the straight sections,

Variations in crew size were observed in the unloading operation,

although two er three men were the usual crew, Ordinarily, one man

was in the truck or trailer placing the field crates on the conveyor,

while one or two men removed the field crates from the oonveyor and

stacked them in temporary storage or duped the apples onto a dumping

table,

_;/ These conveyors had rollers of various types and are made in
straight or curved sections, The sections are made in such a way that
they may be joined together to extend to any length desired,
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Time studies of this operation showed that it could be performed y
more efflclently with three workers than with any other size crew.

When three workers were asslgned to the job, an average of 214
bushels were handled per man·hour as compared to an average of 198

bushels per man~hour with two workers, when movin the crates 15 feet.

Wlth a crew of three nen, two men removed the crates from the

conveyor and stacked them in temporary storage at about the same

rate that one man could place them on the conveyer from the truck.

When only two workers performed the operation, the worker in the truck
was frequently waiting on the worker takin the field crates off
the conveyor.

Since most of the unloedlng operations observed were done with

two or three workers, only e limited nuber of observations were

obtained with more than this number of workers performlng the job.

However, lt was observed that when four workers wre asslgned to the
operation, only 146 bushels were handled per man·heur when moving the
crates 25 feet. The crew organization for these workers was to have
two men in the truck placing the crates en the conveyor, and two en

removlng the crates fra the conveyer and stacklng ln temporary
t storage. With this size crew, there appeared to be conslderable crew

lnterference and waiting tim among the werkere ln the truck placlng

the cretes on the conveyor,

Che receiving operation was observed with the conveyors bolted

statlonary on wooden blocks with a steep incline. In this plant,

seven workers handled 174 bushels per man·hour es conpared to 131
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bushels per man-hour with five workers. This work arrangement

consisted of two workers in the truck placing the field crates on

the conveyor, and five workers and three workers respectively removlng
the crates fro the conveyor and stacking them in temporary storage.
Due to the steep lncline of these conveyors, the workers in the truck
always had to be sure someone was available to stop the crate when it

reached the desired location on the conveyor. Consequently, when only

three workers were removin the crates from the conveyor, the workers

in the truck had to wait until there was a worker to remove the crate

from the conveyor before releasing one to roll down the conveyor.

The worker removlng the field crates from the cenveyor also frequently

ha to wait on the crate to roll down the conveyor. Thus, there was

considerable delay ln the operation because the two groups of workers

were unable to synchronize their work patterns.

When three workers removed the field crates from the conveyor,

they could not remove them es fast as two workers could place them on

the conveyor. Therefore, seven workers were more efficient for doing

this operation in this particular packing house than were five workere.

Further efficlencies may be gained from labor in the performance

of this operation in some plante by use of steps on the conveyors.

Workers are often required to watt for each other to send erstes down

the conveyor. By having stops on ends of the conveyors for the boxes,

waiting time could be reduced to a minimu, resulting ln greater

returns to the plant operator. These steps ars manufactured from steel

which can be placed on the ends of the conveyor to stop the crates
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when they reach the end of the conveyor, It is also possible to belt

blocks of wood on the ends ef the conveyors to serve the same purpose

as metal steps, but they are nt as satlsfactory because of the

additional time required to remove when the coeveyor ls extended,

Metal steps can be purchased from manufacturers ef conveyor equipment

at reasonable cost or made in almost any machine shop,

It was a cemon practice for these conveyors to be supported on

empty field crates, In most cases, the conveyors had very little

lncline, if any, Consequently, the crates had to be moved manually

when they should have been moved by gravity, This arrangemnt appeared

to be very peer in use of both equipment and labor for this operation,

If the conveyors were placed on a sufficlent lncline so that the boxes

would move by gravity, it would not be necessary to move the crates

manually,

Conveyors are like a pipe·line in that once they are full, the

distance crates are moved on them should not influence the time

requirements for the operation, However, lmproper use of this equipment

requires additional labor to move the crates along the conveyor,

Figure 4, It was also apparent from thls study that these conveyors

can be put en too great an incline, If the lncllne is too great,

and the conveyors are very long, it requires extra workers to stop

the crates,‘ In addition, the fruit ls subject to brulslg from jarrlng

lf the conveyors have steps en the ends; However, lt is belleved that

a great deal of time and labor could be saved by proper use of gravity

conveyors in the packlng house operations,
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The two-wheel hand—c1amp truck was used
in some plants for the receiving operation and for handling fruit in

other parts of the plant, Like gravity conveyors, the capital

investment in hand trucks is small, end they can be used for many
operations in the plante, There are slight differences in construction
of these trucks among manufacturers, but the basic construction is

the same, They consist of a vertical frame mounted on two wheels
with claps extending out from the bottom of the frame,

These clame are moved toward each other with an arrangement of

levers which are connected to a foot pedal attached to the free,

When the pedal is actuated, the metal edges of these clampe move
under the bottom box of a stack to serve as a lifting device, The
field erstes are released by the operator pressing the foot pedal

which causes the arms to move apart,

In the plants surveyed in this study, the field crates were

stacked from the road truck and trailer onto the unloading dock into

unit loads of five crates each, The field crates were then moved to

a temporary storage area or to the dumping station by the han truck

operator, By this method, the field crates were transported variousf
distances, In some cases, they were not transported more than 10

feet, In other cases, they were transported as far as 50 feet,
When the field crates were moved 10 feet by this method, it required

11,1 man•minutes per 100 crates as compared to 24,5 man-minutes per

100 bushels when moving the crates 50 feet,
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Tlme studies showed that 260 bushele were handled per man·hour

with the hand·clamp truck when moving 30 feet as compared to 212

bushels per man-hour when moving 50 feet. Figure 4. The crew fer

this method ef recelving fruit conslsted ef one man in the truck

stacklng five crates on the unloadtng dock and one man operating the

hand—clamp truck. The hand·c1amp truck was more efficient than the

gravlty conveyors when moving fruit relatlvely short dlstances•

However, gravlty conveyors became more efficient when the fleld

crates were moved over 62 feet. Figure 4. This difference was due

to the additional time required to move to the storage area from the

unloadln dock as the distance lncreased. —

It appeared that greater efflclencies could be galned from the

use of two-wheel hand·clamp trucks in several ef the plants ln

Vlrglnla by modification of the unloadlng decke. In the plante surveyed

ln this study, the field crates were stacked fre the road truck or

trailer onto the unleading dck into unit leada of flve crates each.

Then, the field crates were moved to a temporary storage area er the

dumping station by the hand truck operator. If these decke were

appreximately the same height as the truck or traller bed, lt would

permlt the two•wheel clamp truck to be wheeled directly onto the

truck or trailer bed to pick up the stacks of field cratee. This

method would elimlnate the unetacking and restacklnq of each individual

box of apples, resulting in less handling ef the fruit. With less

handling required, fewer men could perform the same operation. This

would result in greater efficlency of labor and greater returns to
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the plant operator• There would also be less tendency to brulse the

fruit with the decrease in the number of handllngc.

An industrial fork·lift truck

was used in receivlng fruit et one plant where the field crates were

partlally palletlzed in the orcherd, and where the field cratee were

also palletlzed et the pecking house. By the letter method, the

field cratea were placed on the floor of the truck bed in the orchard.

When the truck arrived at the packlng house, a pallet was placed on

the ground behind the truck. One worker on the truck handed the full

field crates of epples down to another worker who stecked 16 crates

on each pallet. This wrk pattern was followed untll there was

sufficient werk area for the two workers and a pallet to be placed on

the back of the truck bed. The fork—lift operator then moved the

pallet of field crates to a temporary storage ar•a• This method was

lnefflclent from the etandpolnt of labor utl11zatlon• lt required an

average of 66 man·minutes per 100 cratee received. Stated ln different

terms, 1.56 bushels were handled per man·minute or 91 buehels per man-

hour•—

The fork·1lft operator observed was lnexperienced in the operation

of the fork—llft, but this did not effect the efflciency of the

operation, es it was necessary for the fork·11ft operator to wait

for the other workers to lod the pallets•

Frult was also received

at this plant from a road truck which was partlelly palletlzed•
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Pellets were placed on each side of the truck bed, end the center of

the truck bed wos fllled with one row of stecked field crates. Figure 5,

Method A. The pellets were stacted with field crates three high, two

wide end two long, or twelve per pellet, end the row of field crates

on the floor of the truck bed were stacted four high in the orchard.

When the truck arrived at the plat, the tie ropes were reneved from

the truck and four ure boxea were placed on each pellet from the

stack of unpelletired cretes in the center of the truck bed.

This operation was perforned by the truct driver and his h•lper•

The halper reeved the tie ropes end stected the extra bares on each

pellet, whlle the truck driver started the fort llft end noved each

pallet of boxes to teaperary storge. By this method, tt was possible

to handle 229 fleld cretes per ¤en•hour, which wee a great lnproveeent

ever the unpelletized method. This wethed was relatlvely efficient es

copared to sone of the other nethode obeerved. Figure 5, ethod B.

The operator ef this fort•lift was inexperienced in the operation

of the aechine, which litely reeulted in heavier tina requiranents for

the operation than would have been required with an experienced aperator•

It is belleved that greater efficlenciee and better utlllzation cf labor

could be achleved in perfornlng thle operation by having larger pelleta

so that the rod tructs could be completely pelletlzed ln the orcherd.
‘ If the pallets were large enough to stack the boxes ln a 3 by 2

arrangement on the pallete, it would elininate having to stack four

additional boxes on the pellets at the plant. By having pellete 36 b

40 inches instead of 34 by 34 inches, this objectlve could be achleved.
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The larger-size pallet would permit stacklng the field crates length-

wise or crosswise on the pal1ets• Figure 5, Methods B an C, By

this arrangemnt, the field crates would be stacked three wide and

two long, or a total of 18 boxes per pallet, while by the present

method 16 boxes are handled per pa1let• Figure 5, Method A, The

suggested method would give two more field crates per pallet load,

which would not exceed the capacity of the fork-lift, It would also

increase the truck load size from 128 field crates to 144 field crates•

Thus, lt would be mre conducive to effective utilization of the road

truck as well as of the work crew, assuming that orchard and road

conditions would permlt it.

hf : „c;. e.-—„„ „ rege ¢ r. F= = ==e• Che plant was observed

where the unloading operation was done with a 6,00 pound capacity

fork·lift truck moving 60 field crates per pallets The field crates

of apples ere received at the plant on pallets 71 inches by 73

inches• The crates were stacked three high, sixty per pallet, on

the road truck which hauled 120 field crates per 1oed• When the

truck arrived at the plant, the truck driver removed the tie ropes and

side board from one side of the road truck• Then the fork-lift

operator unloaded the apples by removing 60 field cratea per trip,

The pallet of field crates was deposited along the side of a long

dumping table built on one side of the packing shed.l/ After both

1/ The field crates were occasionally stored temporarily at a
nearby barn or garage, and moved to the dumping station later•
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_pallets had been removed from the truck, the fork-lift operator placed

two more pallets with 120 empty field crates back on the truck. This

method of receiving apples required very little time once the unloading

operation was begun, an was done very efficiently. When moving the

fruit an average distance of 91 feet, 728 bushels were handled per

man·hour. Less time was required by this method, and more bushels

were handled per man—hour than by any other method of receiving apples
observed. Figure 6•

However, the road truck appeared to be very poerly used in this

operation. When it arrived at the plant, it often had to wait

considerable periods of time en the fork·1ift, since it was performing
pther material handling operations on the farm. The efficiency of

the read truck was further reduced by the small load.

It appeared that the see operation could have been done with a

smaller machine, but this machine was purchased at a war surplus sale

at a relatively low cost. It was alse used in connection with another

enterprise on the farm which decreased the fixed cost of its use in

the packing of apples• Under these circumstances, this machine was

used economically en this farm, whereas it would have ben prohibitive

to use a machine;/of this size in the typical packing house in Virginia,

because of the high fixed cost•

gggggt;;;g;gl§mp;g;gt_1;gg;;_ The industrial ciamp·lift truck;/was used

l/ Fork-lift 6,000 pounds and gasoline operated-
Q/a Industrial slamp-lift truck had rated capacity of 2,00 pounds•—

gasoline operated•
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in one of the plante studied for receiving field crates of apples

from the road truck. It was very similar to the industrial fork·1ift
truck except that the fork had been replaced with a pair of hydraulic
arms which extended out on each side of the load and squeezed the

unit of boxes together so that they could be lifted and moved as a
unit to storage •

y The field crates were loaded at the orchard four high and forty-
eight to a section on a heavy piece of plywood placed on the truck
floor, The four pieces of plywood were connected together on each
side with short lengths of chain which permitted each unit of 48 boxes
to be moved apart, allowing space for the clamp lift arms•

When the road truck of 192 field crates arrived at the plant,
the truck driver removed the cables which secured the load by

releasing two small winches built on the truck bed next to the cab•
Then another hand-operated winch was positioned against the back of
the truck to pull each unit of 48 field crates apart. The section
on the back of the truck was separated first for the clamp truck
arms• As two unit loads of 24 field crates each were remved from

l
the truck (one from each side of the truck bed), successive units

were separated and unloaded in a similar manner• When the load was ·
removed, the plywood sections were pushed back together, and the »~—

road truck returned to the orchard for another load•

Time studies showed that it was possible with the industrial

clamp-lift truck to receive 536 and 483 bushels per man-hour.when

moving fruit 60 feet and 93 feet respective1y„ This method was
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considered a very efficient one for receiving fruit at the plant.
It was coparable to the industrial fork•lift, and more efficient than
the other methods for receiving fruit at the plant. Dürect comparison
of the efficiency of this method with others müll be made in subsequent
sections.

With the existing arrangement of this plant, the industrial clemp•
lift truck could not be used to move fruit directly to the dumping
station. A hand·clamp truck was used to move the fruit from the
temporary storage area to a floor chain conveyor leading to a destacker
and automatic dumper. However, lf it was necessary to move the fruit
more than 10 feetl/ to the floor chain conveyor, the crates were
moved from the storage area to a position adjacent to the floor chain

conveyor with the industrial clamp·llft truck.

Some people maintain that clmping boxec together in units by

this method is hard on the field crates. From general observations of
various methods of receiving apples at the plant, this one did not

appear to daage the crates any more than the other methods observeds
Furthermore, this method did not require a large capital investment in
pallets.

The distance field erstes were moved hd less effect on the efficiency

of the industrial fork·lift and ldustrlal c1amp·l1ft truck than on that

l/ Distance crates moved with the to·wheel clap truck varied, .but 10 feet was considered the average distance.
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of any of the other methods. This was due to the relatively large

nuber of crates handled per load and the speed at which the machines

moved. However, as shown in Figure 4, distance did effect the time

requirements up to 125 feet.: These trucks were not observed moving

fruit greater distances than 125 feet, but the time requirements for

the operation would continue to increase as distance increased.

However, 125 feet is about the maximum distance fruit would normally

be moved with these machines in typical packing house operations.

The distance moved did not appear to be as important as having a

relatively smooth surface and sufficient space for maneuvering these

machin•s.. Ckherwise, the efficiency with which these machines

could be used in receiving fruit was seriously hampered.

Comparison of Different Methods and Equipment

Time studies revealed that there were significant differences in

the time requirements for receiving apples at the plant by various

methods. Figure 6.e Receiving apples without mechanical aid was

comparable to that with gravity conveyors and with two-wheel hend·

slamp trucks when moving only short distances. For instance, 213

bushels were handled per man·hour when movig the fruit six feet without

mechanical aid as compared with 212 bushels when moving crates 15

feet with gravity conveyors and with 260 bushels per man·hour with the

han-clamp truck when moving the crates 30 feet. However, es the

distance increased, doing the job without mechanical aid became an

inefficient method.
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An average of 228 bushels was handled per man-hour with an
industrial fork·1ift when the field crates were partially palletlzed
at the plant ad oved 36 feet to temporary storage, When the field
orates were completely palletized at the plant and the industrial

fork~llft was used, only 97 bushels were handled per men·hour moving

the field crates 36 feet to temporary storage.l/

More bushels were handled per man·hour with a 6,000 pound
industrial fork—llft than by any other method observed• Using this
equipment, 728 bushels were handled per man~hour when moving the fruit

A 91 feet as compared to 483 bushels with the industrial clamp·lift
truck when moving 93 feet• The buehels handled per man·hour with

these two machines were calcula ted for two workers for each of the
two operations··the operator of the machine and the road truck driver•g/
Therefore, the labor productivity seems low for this equ1pment• If
only one worker had been counted for each of the receiving operations,
the number of bushels handled per man-hour would have been twice aa
much.

Alternative Uses of Receiving Equiment

The equipmnt used in the unloading operation was often used for

other operations in the plante, For instance, the two·wheel hand·c1amp

1/ Both of operations in this paregraph performed with a 1,000
poud fork lift,

gf Road truck driver prepared the load for unloading•
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truck was used for transporting the fruit from a storage bank to the

dumping station as well as for the removal of the empty crates from
the dumping station. The 6,000 pound industrial fork·lift was
observed moving packed containers frm a temporary storage area and
loading them on a road truck. The 1,000 pound fork-lift was observed
movlng tree~run fruit out of cold storage to the dumplng station and
moving packed contalners into cold storage. This equipment has
possibilitles for many uses in the plant, but the above operations
are some of the more comon uses for this equipment in addition to
its use in the receiving operation.

Cmparison of Cost of Handling Apples with Different
Equipment at Various Levels of Use

The total cost of handling apples with the various types of
equipment at different levels of annual uses at three different wege
rates is shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10. By referring to these
figures, one can see that the cost of the industrial fork-lift
trucks and industrial clamp·llft trucks would be prohibltlve for
handling relatively small volumes of fruit. For example, for handling
10,000 bushels annually with an industrial c1amp·lift truck, the cost
per 100 bushels was $3.63, whereas the cost per 100 bushele with
gravity conveyors was 78 cents. Figure 8. However, when handling

200,000 bushels annually, the cost per 100 bushels was 36 cents with
the clamp·1lft truck as compared to 42 cents with the gravity conveyor.‘
This wide chane in the relative unit cost of handling apples with
industrial clamp—llft truck: and gravity conveyors et different
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levels of use ls due to the fact that the total cost of the slamp-lift
truck ls largely made up of fixed cost, while most of the cost
associated with the gravlty conveyor is variable or direct cost.

As the wage rates lncreased, the lift trucks became more

y advantageous to use. Therefore, lf the plant operator can foresee

lncreased labor cost in future years, it would be economlcal to
purchase these machines at same smaller volume than feaslble at

present wage rates. In addition, a plant operator antlcipatinq an

lncreased volme of fruit would llkely find it profitable to shift =

to lift trucka at ama point before the curves for the lift trucks
lntersected with the curves for the two-wheel clamp truck or gravlty

conveyor.

Assumdng a wage rate of $1.00 per hour for the road truck
operator, and $1.50 for the clamp-lift operator, lt would require

handling approxlmately 90,000 bushels of apples to justlfy the
substitution of an industrlal clamp·l1ft truck for gravity conveyorsll

S Figure 9. Substitution of the industrial clamp-lift truck for two-

wheel han·cla¤ trucks would appear to require handling approxinately

150,000 buehels.

The initial cost of the industrial clamp•llft truck was sllghtly

higher than that of an industrial fork•lift of similar size. However,

1/ Table showing cost of ownlng an operating the industrial
fork-lift and industrial cla¤p—llft truck ls shown in Tables 2 and 3
of the Appendlx.B.
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the cost of the pallets for the industrial fork•lift would more than
offset the added cost of the clamps for the industrial clamp-lift
truck, The cost curves in Figures 8, 9, and 10 are based on cost of
fork-lifts and the estimated number of pallets required to handle the
various volumes of fruit,

The total cost of handling applee with the different types of
equipment was based on the data on the receiving operation, In

actual practice, these machines would likely be used for other handling
operations in the plant, auch as movement of the tree·run fruit from

temporary storage or cold storage to the dumping station, handling
of packed containers, handling of empty containere, etc, The extent
of the uses of this equiment would not likely be the same in any

two plante, It was impossible to determine the exact amont of use
for this eqipment in each of the plante, but the per unit cost for

equipment requirlng a high capital investment would decrease pro-
gressively faster than equipment requiring a amaller capital invest-
ment, Thus, the cost of owning and oerating the industrial fork-
lift trucks and industrial clamp-lift trucks would likely be less
under nornal conditions than that shown by the cost curves,

Advantagee and Disadvantages of Industrial Fork-
Lifts and Industrial Clamp-Lift Trucks

Since plant operators are often faced with a decision of whether

to purchase industrial fork-lifts or industrial clamp-lift trucks

for handling fruit, it seems desirable to list eoe of the advantages
and disadvantages of these machines, Perhaps the main advantages frm
use of these machines are the following:
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l. They save läge; by reducin the number of workers an the time
requirements for the receiving operation. At times it may be difficult
to hire sufficlent, geod, or even poor help. However, it would
probably be easier to hire one good worker er keep one worker on the
farm as a year•around employee to operate these machines during the
packing season, than it would be to secure several workers.
2, They gggrggse egggggency gg rggg tgggk grey by reducing the time
required for the road trucks to remain at the plant, thereby resulting
in greater efficiency in use of the road truck and driver. Since the
read trucks are required to spend less time at the plant, they make
more trips per day. Thus, the number of road trucks may be reduced.
3. They The fruit is subject
to less handling, and thus there is less bruising from jolts and drops
ef field crates when handled in unit leads than when each field crate
is handled individually.
4. They ggjg;_;;g;ig;;;;y. Fruit can be received at the plant and
moved to temporary storage or te cold storage and high piled. They
can also be used for movment of fruit out of storage. In addition,
these machines can be used for handling such thins as packaging
material, fertilizer, spray materials, etc.
5. They gedgge coggegtiggg. Lifts aid in keeping workig area clear
by unloading and movement of fruit to desired location more rapidly.
6. They =g e L·’at

the gggggng gtgtign. These machines can be used for movement of
fruit from temperary storage er cold storage. Consequently, fewer
workers are needed for the dumping operation.
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4
The disadvantages of these machines include:

1. There are hggh gggeg cogg in these gachgnes. Their cost ranges
from $2,500 to $5,000.

a. Unit cost of these machines is determlned by amount of use.
b. Fluctuations in production cause an apple producer to be

faced with uncertalnty. He may have a large, medium, or
small volme of apples to handle, or perhaps none in certain

_ years. Thus, he may be faced with a high fixed cost in a
machine for the volue of apples handled.

2. These machines require ggre ggg gg ganeuver thgn gg ggg—whge;
hgg·clggg gggghg gg gggvgtg ggnveyogs. If the llfts are to be used
successfully, there must be sufflclent space to maneuver in unloeding
and placing fruit in temporary storage. The turnln radius of these
machines is relatlvely short, but, for efficient operation, sufficient
space ls required for turnlng and backlng.

3. „„ t, ; · n „oa—= 21 „„„a a e, ess ,;a „· sata a-~*l·¤u¤„

gggggg. The tlres on the machines are usually small and provide a
minimum clearance. Thus, it requires a hard, smooth surface for

operation of these machines. Most growers have surfaces of concrete,

black•top, or hard—pack gravel for the operation of these machines.
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Work Methods and Equipment

Three nethods were observed in moving field crates to the dumping

station, dumping and removal of the empty erste: (1) without mechanical
aid, (2) with mechanical aid, and (3) by automatic machines. Figure ll.
lost of the emaller plants only use one man for this operation,

·
whereas the larger plants use from two to four workers for this

operation. In soe cases, the operation was done by workers used also
in receiving apples at the unloading dock. For instance, in some of

the plants the man who moved fruit to the dunping station ad removed

the empty field crates also helped in the receiving operation.
For clarity of presentation, it is necessary to distinguish

between “with mechanlcal aid' and 'without mechanical aid' for this
operation. If the fruit was moved from temporary storage to the

dumping station and the empty field crates returned manually, the

operation was classed as without mechanical aid. If gravity conveyors,
two—whee1 slamp truck, etc., were used in any part of this operation,

it was classed as with mechanical aid.

It seems appropriate to inject into this discussion one of the

main factors affecting the rate of dumping and the efficiency with

which the labor was used for the performance of this operation. The

dumping rate did not appear to be the llmitig factor in the packing

house operation in any of the plants studied. In most lnstances, the

dumping rate had to be regulated to meet the requirements of the
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other plant operations, such as grading, slzing, and packing. However,

in some plante the rate of dumping could not be materially increased

without modification of crew size and/or equipment. It appeared that
about 150 to 160 bushels per hour was the maximum one man, working
alone, could handle ln performing the entire operation.· Che man could
dump 275 to 300 bushels per hour if his job was limited to standing in

one place, plcking up a full box, emptying it, and releaslng the empty
box. Therefore, manually dmplng more than 300 bushels per hour would
require modification of the dumpln table to permit two men to ork

eimultaneously. The overall efflciency of this operation depends not
only on the rate dmped per hour but also on the total size of crew.
Thue, lt was apparent that the efficiency of this operation could be

lncreaeed by revising the size af crew and work routines in some of
the plante observed.

Without Mechanical Aid ‘—

When the dumplng operation was done without mechanical aid, veryäu
**l”‘‘“

little variation ln method of performing the operation was observed.

It consisted eeeentlally of obtalning a full field crate from a

tamporary storage area, emptying the crate, and restacking the empty

field crates in a temporary storage area. The empty field crates

were restacked at the dumplng station in three-crate units by placlng

one crate inside of twe crates so they occupied only the space of two.

Whenever three crates were accuulated at the dumping station, the
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duper would carry them to a temporary storage area for empty field

crates.L/

The rate of dumping varied between plants, but 150 to 160 crates

per hour seemed to be about the maximum rate for one man performing the
operation without mechanical aid. Table 2. Plants having a capacity

greater than this volume per hour normally used mechanical aid of
some kind.

More bushels were handled per man-hour in performlng this operation
by one man than by any other size crew. However, this slze crew was
used only in the smaller plants where the fruit was stacked in

temporary storages relatlvely close to the dumping station.
The exact influence of the distance on this operation was not

determined in this study. It was shown, however, in two of the larger

planta (Plant Numbers 2 and 3) that the distance the fruit was moved

influenced the time requirements as well as the size of crew required

for this job. Plant Nuber 2 had a log dumplng table through the

center of the teeporary storage area with an average distance of

approximately five feet to the dumplng tablea Plant Number 3 had a
short dumping table, and a gravity conveyor was used to move the fruit
an average distance of 25 feet.. The letter plant used three workers

for this operation, and Plant Number 2 used only two workers regularly.
Three workers were used part—tlme in Plant Number 2 when it was necessary

1/ Normally the field crates were carried 15 to 20 feet to
temporary storage.
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to move the fruit over 5 to 10 feet to the dumping station. Plant

Nmber 2 dumped 275 bushels per hour or 110 buehels per man—hour, as

compared to 250 bushels per hour or 83 bushels per man•hour in Plant
Nuber 3.

(

Mechanical Aid

Five different types of mechenicsl aids were used in this operations

gravity conveyors, power chain conveyors, power belt conveyors, two·

wheel hand~c1ap trucks, and wooden chutes. Gravity conveyors,

power chain conveyors, power belt conveyors, and two—wheel hand·clmp
trucks were used for moving the full crates to the duping station

and removal of empty field crates. Wooden chutes were used only for

removal of empty field crates from the dumping table.
Gravity conveyors ad two-wheel hand·clamp trucks were used for

transporting the full field crates to the dumpig station in different

plants. Plants Numbers 5 and 6 had similar size crews for this
operation, but the rate of dumping varied a great deal. Plant Number

5 used a gravity conveyor and two workers. Plant Number 6 used a

two•wheel hand·c1amp truck for moveent of the full field crates to

the dumping station and removal of the empty field crates. Two

different workers were actually performln this operation, but the

operator of the two·whee1 hand•c1amp truck devoted one-half or more

of his time to the recelvlng operation. This plant (Number 6)

dumped 175 bushels per hour, or 113 bushels per man-hour, as cpared

to 130 bushels per hour, or 65 bushels per man-hour, in Plant Number 5.
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The workera in the letter plant could have handled more fruit, but

they were limited by congestions at the packlng stat1ons—•l,e,, too

much fruit of one size moved into one packing table and the workers
could not remove it fast enough to prevent slowing down the entire
packing house operation, Thus, the two workers at the dping station

were idle a conslderable portion of the time, It would have been

possible for one werker to do the entire operation with proper type

of equipment, For instance, one worker with a two~wheel hand—clamp

truck could have done the entire operation, On the other hand, if two

workers were perfermlng the operation with a twe—whee1 hand—c1amp

truck, the worker operating the hand·clamp truck could have aesisted
in the receivlng operation, as was don in Plant Number 6•

Table 2, Comparison of Behels Dumped Per Hour and Per Man—Hour
With Various Types of Mechanical Aid,

Method No, Dumped Dumped Per
Wbrkera Per Hour Man-Hour

Without Mechanical Aid 1 160 160” ” ” 1 148 148
Gravity Conveyor 2,5 ‘ 275 110” ” 3 250 83
Power Chain Conveyor 3,5 222 64
Power Chain Conveyor 3,5 256 73
Automatic Box Dumper 3 220 73
Auteatic Box Destacker 2 360 180
and Box Dumper

,.

Twe plante included in this study used power chain conveyors with
auteatlc stops for conveying the fruit from temporery storage to the
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dumping station. These conveyors extended through the temporary storage
area. A short section of gravlty conveyor was placed perpedicular
to the power conveyor for conveying the fruit over to the power conveyor•

Four workers were nonmally assigned to the job of moving the
fruit from temporary storage to the dumping station, dumping, and
removal of the empty field crates in each of these plante. Che worker
placed the boxes on the gravity conveyor leading to the power
conveyor, and one worker removed the crates from the gravity conveyor
and placed them on the power conveyor. Une worker dumped the crates,
and one worker stacked the empty field czates in a temporary storage
area. This method was relatlvely inefficient because it required
a large number of workers in relation to the number of bushels
dumped. Table 2. It is believed that the same operation could have
been done by two werkers with a long dumping table extending through
the temporary storage area to replace the power chain conveyor.

·. ag: .. a„;·s„ W .1+-. ag¤,;c;e s Che plant was observed dumping
the field crates with an automatic dumper• The field crates were
placed on a gravity conveyor leading to the dumper by a set·on man,
one worker fed the crates into the machine frem the conveyor, and
one worker stacked the empty crates in temporary storage. By this
method, 220 bushels were dmed per hour, or 83 bushels per man·hour.
Plants of similar size using gravity conveyor, and the same size
crew for transporting the crates to the dumping table, and dumping the
crates manually dumped 275 bushels per hour, or 110 bushels per man-hour.
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r em; tq•«; „~« ;+ • -• r •m· •=: „..e s An automatic box

destacker and an automatic dmper were used in one plant for the dumping

operation. By this method, a stack of four full field crates was moved

with a two—wheel hand—clamp truck from a nearby storage bank and placed

on a floor chain conveyor. These stacks were moved autmatically to

the automatic destacker where they were unstacked and moved into

the duper one at a time. This machine duped at a rate of 360 bushels

per hour, or 180 bushels per man·hour, as compared to 220 bushels per

hour, or 73 bushels per man—hour, for the automatic dumper described

in the preceding section.

The work crew for the machine dumping 360 bushels per hour censisted

of one worker moving the crate onto the floor chain conveyor with a

two—wheel hand—clamp truck, one worker stacklng the empty fleld crates,

and the c1amp·1lft operator part-time moving the crates from temporary

storage to an area adjacent to the floor chain conveyor. Since the

clamp-lift operator's primary duty was to unload the read trucks,

his time was charged to the receivlng operation.

The machine dumplng the least number of crates per hour seemed

to be contlnuously glvlng trouble, whereas the machine dumplng the

most crates gave ver little trouble. The machine dumplng at the

faster rate was larger, but it appeared that the maller machine was

out of adjustment, as both machines had variable speeds frm four to

twelve boxes per minute.
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3
Effect of Size of Operation on Labor Efficiency

The study showed labor is used more efflciently in large plante

·than in small plante. The average labor requirements for the large

plante was .57 man-minutes per bushel, ranging fra .25 to .81 man-

mlnutes per bushel. The labor requirements for medium·slze plante

for this operation ranged from .34 to 1.16 man—mlnutes per buehel,

-averaging .67 man-minutes per bushel. The requirements for the small

plante ranged from .80 to 1.84 man-minutes per bushel dumped. The

average for the small plante was 1.32 man—minutes per buehel dumped.

It is readily seen that the variatlon in labor requirements

between the most efficient and the least efficient plante in each

size group is greater than the variatlon between the three sizes of

plante. This wide variation within each group lndicatee that efficlency

in the use of labor may be affected more by the work methods and

equipment used than by the size of plant. Some of the difference

found between the large size plante and the small size plante may be

due to the ability of the large plante to use mare equipment. This

will be discussed further in another section in which comparleons

will be made of the cost of different work methods end equipment.

Cost by Methode, Equipment, and Scale of Operation

The total cost of transporting fruit to the dumping station,

dumping the field crates, and removal of empty field crates, varied

a great deal between different plante. Since this operation was done

unlvereally by men, the labor cost varied in direct ratio with labor
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requirements where the operation was done without mechanical aid.

In other plants, there was wide variation between labor requirements

and labor cost because mechanical aid was employed. The average labor

cost for perfomming this job without the automatic dumper, automatic

destacker, and automatic dumper was 1.20 cents per bushel.l/ The

labor cost of dumping fruit with the automatic dumper at the rate of

220 bushels per hour was 1.36 cents per bushel, whereas the labor cost

of dumplng fruit with automatic destacker and automatic dumper dumping

at a rate of 360 bushels per hour was 0.59 cent per bushel.

The above cost figures were based on the rate at which these

machines were used. Labor cost was charged at $1.00 per hour, which

made the dumping by hand slightly higher than the actual cost for

most plant operators. This provided a basis for coparing hand

dmpig with mechanical dumping.

·,ve •„ ; 'T1o-ru==„+ „a+·C aha „H„.; ¤1a ‘„„= +1 · ·
~•

The average cost of moving fruit to the dumping station, emptying

the container, and removing the empty container was 0.83 cent per

s bushel in plants using gravity conveyors. The plante using two·whee1

hand•clamp trucks had an average cost of 0.56 cent per bushel. Plants

using power conveyors had an average cost of 1.05 cents per bushel.

1/ For cost comarisons, no charge was allocated to this operation
for use of gravity conveyors or two·whee1 hand—clamp trucks because
the cost of this equipment would be infinltesimal on a p•r·bushel basis.
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Host of this varlation was due to the nuber ef workers asslgned to

the operation and the distance the fruit was moved frm temporary

storage te the dumptng station. However, some of the variation was

due to the cost of owntng and operating the equipment. The average

cost of owntng and operatlg two-wheel hand-clamp trucks was 0.05

cent per bushel as cempared to 0.10 cent per bushel fer the gravlty

conveyer and 0.20 cent per bushel for power conveyors.
Since power conveyors required a higher capital investment, increase

ln scale of operation had a greater influence on unit cost with these
machines than with gravity conveyers or with twewwheel hand·c1a¤p

trucks. Por instance, as the scale of operation increased frem

10,000 to 100,000 bushels, the cost of ownlng and operattng the
power conveyer varled from $1.10 per 100 bushels te 11 cents per 100

bushels. Increase in scale of operation did not appear te have any
stgnificant influence on the cost of owning and operating gravity

conveyors and twe-wheel hand-clmp trucks because of the relatlvely

low capital investment tn this equipment.

’„euL2 . Lg;s= ’ge •g; A..aa; .o L.: a ; s The total cost of
moving the fruit to the dumping statten, dumping without an automatic

destacker, and removlng empty contalners is shown in Table 1 of the

Appendlx C. The same cost flgures are also plotted ln Figure 12 te
show the relationship of duplng by thls method to other methode.
It ls difficult to state the average cost of dumping for a machine

of this type because of the vartatton in volume of fruit dunped
annually. However, as this machlne was used, it cost 1.52 cents
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per bushel (assuming labor cost at $1,00 an hour and dumping at the«rate
of 220 bushels per hour),

The total cost of duping with this machine would range from 3,37
cents per bushel when dumping 10,000 bushels annually to 1,00 cent per
bushel when dumping 150,000 bushels annually if used with the same
efficiency as was observed in this study, It is easily seen that an
increase in scale of operation had a significant influence on the cost
of owning and operatin this machine,

ne ear. s;;„<, „H ; „«e„.. a;— „ „: • The total cost of owning
and operating the automatic dumper and automatic destacker is shown
in Table 2 of the Appendlx C as used in the plant which was observed,
The cost of dumping with this equipment as being used was 0,98 cent
per bushel (assuing labor cost at $1,00 an hour and dumping at the

rate of 360 bushels per hourJ•

An increase in scale of operation had a significant influence on
the cost of dumping fruit with the automatic destacker and automatic
dumper, The cost per bushel was 4,64 cents when only dumping 10,00
bushels annually, When dumping 150,000 bushels annually, the cost was
0,79 cent per bushel, Thus, it is readily seen, an increase in the
volume of fruit duped had a significant influence on the cost of
this operation, An increase in volume duaped annually affected the
per unit cost of dumping by this full automatic mthod ore than was
the case with the automatic dumper discussed in the preceding section,
This was due to the higher initial cost and higher dumplng rate of
the automatic destacker and automatic duper, When dumplng below
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15,000 bushels annually, the cost per bushel was less with the automatic
dumper than with the automatic destacker and the automatic dumper.

However, when more than 15,000 bushels were dumped annually, the
automatic dumper and automatic destacker became more economical
to use for this operation.

Based on the fidings of this study, lt would be economdcal for

a packer to own an automatic destacker and automatic dmper for an

annual volue of 65,000 bushels or more lf organized to dump at a

rate of 360 bushels per hour.

This study revealed that the automatic dmper, without automatic

destacker, dumping at a rate of 220 bushels per hour, costs more per

bushel of fruit handled than any of the other methods. Figure 12.

Perhaps this machine would have been economical to use if the other

equipment hd sufflcient capacity to handle a greater volume of fruit.

Effect of Method of Dumping on Bruising

From a general observation of the dumplng methods, dumplng by

machine appeared to handle the apples somewhet easier and with lese

brulsing. The machine seemed to roll the crate over more steedlly than

did the average worker. Consequently, the apples were removed from the

crate more gently. However, the amont of brulsing depends upon the

rate of dumplng, care used in dumping, and how well the fruit was

cushloned as poured from the crate. As lndlcated prevlously, hand

dunplng at less than 150 field crates per hour appeared to handle the

apples with the sane degree of care as ay aachlne dumping operations
observed ln this study.
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Grading involvee separatlng the apples into lots eo that they

will be uniform in size, shape, color, and quality. Grades serve ae
a means whereby a grower can dlfferentiate hl: product and maximize

his returns in marketing his apples by the elimination of cull fruit
and making the fruit more uniform in each package. This job requires

conelderable experience and knowledge of apple: and grade specifications
on the part of the aorters. They must be able to recognize the different

gradee of apple: at a glance so that they can remove the objectionable

fruit from the eortlng_table. The grading operation is also important

from the standpoint of packing house labor requirements. In the
plante surveyed, labor for grading accounted for roughly 27 per cent
of the total labor force and l4 per cent of the total labor cost.

The volume of fruit to be removed by the eorters depend: largely
uon the quality of the tree-run fruit which, in turn, is inflenced
by how well the epraying operations were done and the effect of
biological and climatic factors on the apples. The percentage of y
the total volume of fruit received from the orchard which was packed

f

ranged from 42 per cent to 85 per cent for the plante studied.

Theoretically, the reeidual of these ffgure: leave: from lb per cent

to 58 per cent of the fruit unacked. However, the volme of unacked
fruit wa: eomewhat emaller because some of the field crates were not
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cempletely filled, and there was a loss frm shrinkage of fruit while

in temporary etorage.l/

The number of tiee apples are handled also depends upon the

nuber of gradee packed. Apples in Virginia are sorted into several

grades, but lt is not a common practice to pack more than three

grades at one time. Some orchardists grade on the basis of U. S.

grades, while others grade on the basis of Virginia grades. These

grades range from extra fancy to clder apples. The larger plante

tended to separate apples into more grades an to pack higher gradee

than the smaller plante. For exaple, several of the large plante

packed three gradess (1) Extra Fancy, (2) Fancy, und (3) a combination

grade, and the smaller plante packed only two gradesa U. S. No. 1,

and a combination grade. This difference was prlmarily a result of

the smaller plante not having adequate facilities for the separation

and packaging of apples into ae many Qrades as had the larger growers.

Effect of Size of Operation on Labor Efficiency „

Increase in scale ef operation was not directly associated with

the labor requirements for this operation. For instance, the large

plante had an average labor requlrement for this operation of 2.94

man·minutes per bushel, medium-size plante used 2.60 man·¤dnutes per

1/ lost plant operators figure 10 to 15 per cent ehrinkage in
the volue of apples between the dumping station and packing station.
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bushel, and small plante used 3.07 man·minutes per bushel. The plante

classified as small had a higher labor requlrement per bushel than the

medlm and large size plante, but the medium size plante had lower

labor requirements for this operation than the large plante. On the

other hand, the large plante generally separated the fruit into more

grades, which probably accounted for the greater time requirements.

The labor requirements for this operation in the large plante

ranged from 2.16 ¤an·m1nutes per bushel in Plant Number 7 to 3.75

man·minutes per bushel in Plant Number 8. Plant Number 7 was packlng

Virginia Extra Fancy, Virginia Fancy in Northwestern boxes, and U. S.

No. 1 Grade in consuer bags. Plant Number 8 was packing U. S. Fancy

and U. S. Utility Grades. A general observatlon of the grading job

done in these two plante indicates that Plant Number 7 was doing a

ybetter job. However, Plant Number 7 was gradlng a better quality

fruit. The difference in labor requirements between these two plante

resulted prlmarily from an even flow of fruit across the table at all

times and better supervlslon of employees in Plant Number 7«

The medlum·e1ze plante had a varlatlon in labor requirements from

V 1.72 man-minutes per bushel in Plant Number 1 to 4.96 men·minut•s per

bushel ln Plant Number 10. Plant Number 1 had the largest peroentage

of cull fruit of all plante observed, but still had a low labor

requlrement per bushel of fruit dumped. However, most of the grading

in this plant was done under an excellent woman supervlsor who had a

direct influence on the aecompllshments of the laborers and, therefore,

on the cost for the various operations in the p1ant.—
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The sell plante had a variatlon in labor requirements for the
gradlng operation from 2.40 man•minutes per buahel in Plant Number
15 to 4.60 man·mlnutes per bushel in Plant Number 14. Plant Number
14 had a reverse·ro1l sorting table and Plant Number 15 had a splral·
roll eortlng table. The main difference ln the gradlng efficiency
in these two plante appeared to be in management. The management in
Plant Number 15 wae done by a woman supervieor who adjueted the sortln
crew according to the quality and volume of fruit dumped, whereae
the sorting crew tended to remain constant in Plant Neber 14
regardlese of the quality of the fruit er the rate of dunplng.

Effect of Iork Methods an Equipment Ueed on Labor Efficiency

Apples are delivered frm the cleaner to the sorting table er
to a short conveyor which leds to the table. Graders are statloned
on each side of the sorting table to lnspect the frult.l/ As the
fruit moves alon the table, each grader picks out any fruit that
does not meet the requirements for the grde being packed and places
lt in a different lane, on an overhead conveyor, or ln a chute
attached to the side of the gradlg table. The efflciency of this
operation depends on the type of sortlng table arrangement. If the
sortlng table ls equipped with belt conveyors above the table and
chutes on the slde, the secend·grade fruit ls normally llfted from

1/ The grading ls done by women normally because no heavy llftlngls required, and they can be hlred at a lower rate per hour then men forthis type of work.
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the table and placed on the belt conveyor above the table. Cull epples
are placed in the chute on the side of the table and conveyed to a bin
on the side of the shed• The fruit which can make grade ls left on
the table ad passes on to the slzlng unit and packing statlons•

Some sorting tables are manufactured with partitions, or lanes,
for separation of the fruit. Figure l3• As the fruit ls moved from
the cleaner, lt is diverted to two lanes on each side of the tab1e•
The second·grade fruit ls lifted from the outside lanes and placed ln
the center lane where it moves through a series of elsing units to the

packing stationss The first•grade fruit remelna in the outside lane

and moves through another series of sizing units on one end of the

sizing line. Cull fruit may be placed on a conveyor belt above the
tables or in chutes on the side of the table leading to e conveyor belt
under the table. In either case, the conveyor belt transporte the cull
fruit to a temporary storage bin er packig station for cull frudt•

The reverse·roll table ls the principal type of sorting table
used in the apple packlng houses in Virginia. Figure l6a• This

table consists of a series of closely•spaced rollars that rotate
clockwise as they move forward• Apples move across the top of these

rollers and rotate counter•clockwise as they move forward so that the
entire surface of the apple is visible to the grader without touching

the apple. These tables are of various lengths and widths, but tables

12 feet long and 28 inches wide appeared to be the most comon size used•
Cther types of tables used in this area are the spiral-roll table

· and the belt conveyor table• The spiral-roll tale consists of three
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F fl- Sizing Units for No. l Grade
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Figure 13. Sorting Table with Lanes for Different Grades of

Fruit
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to four rollers on each side of the table posltloned perpendicular to
the sortera. A rope ls wound around each roller formlng a splral.
These rollers are power driverwand turn the apples as they move past
the graders. A11 fruit going to the packers ls left on the rollers,
and objectionable fruit is llfted by hand from the rollers and placed
on a conveyor in the center of the table. The table sorts are placed
on an overhead conveyor which carries the fruit to sizing units or
directly to packing bins.

The conveyor belt sorting table ls a flat belt on which the apples
move past the graders. Qn these tables the apples are not mechanically ~
turned, so only part of the surface of the apple ls visible to the
grader unless each apple is plcked up or relled over by hand.

The average number of bushels graded per man-hour
ln plante equipped with reverse•roll tables was 22.31 bushels per
aan•hour. The bushels graded per man·hour ranged from 13 bushels ln
Plant Number 14 to 30 bushels in Plant Number 7. Plant Number 7 was
a large plant, and supervislon appeared to be more effective, and
these facts had a direct influence on the labor requirements for this
job. Plant Nmber 14 had five sorters, which appeared to be too many
for the volume of fruit graded. ‘The sortlng operation in this plant
was retarded by an insufficient capacity of the sizing unit and by
bottlenecks in the packing operation.

The sorters in Plant Nuber 7 graded approximately 360 bushels per’
hour as compared to 65 bushels in Plant Nmber 14. The fruit passe
over two sortln tables in Plant Number 7 to lnsure an effective job
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of grading the fruit. Three sorters were aesigned to the first table
and six eorters to the second table. The eorting tables in Plant
Number 7 were 30 inchee wide and about ten feet long (P feet, 7 lnches).
The table in Plant Number 14 was 30 inchee wide and 14 feet long. ln
eseence, the tables were of similar type and slze in both plante, but
the chutes and conveyors for removal of table sorte and ciders were
at different heights. Plant Number 7 hd a conveyor 12 inches above
the sortlng table for table sorte, and chutes on the side of the table
for removal of cull apples. Plant Nuber 14 had a conveyor 15 lnches
above the sorting table for table sorte, and a conveyor 20 inches
above the table for removal of cull apples. Perhape the lncreased

height of these conveyors had a significant influence on labor efficiency
in theee plante, but most of the difference appeared to be due to

better management, adjusting of crew size according to volume of

fruit grded, and a more uniform flow of fruit over the table in Plant
Number 7.

Plant Numbers 8 and ll had eortlng tables divlded into lanes

which limited the responsibility of any sorters to part of the table.
Figures 13 and 16a. Analysis of the data showed that theee plante

did not use labor more efficlently than some of the plant without
lane dividers, but it appeared that the sorters did a more effective

job of gradlng the fruit. Without lanee in the sorting tables, there

was a tendency for the sorters to overlook the apples on the sides of

the tab1e•·i.e., they were looking at apples 12 to 18 inchee from the

side of the table most of the tiue. Coneequently, some fruit was
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left that should have been removed. There was also a tendency for the
last sorters on the table to inspect frult previously lnspected.

It is belleved that other plante using this type table would do a
more effective job ef gradlng by dlviding the table into lanes and

assigning one eorter to each lane. This arrangement would reduce

the number of workers required for the gradlng operation and, thereby
reduce labor cost. Perhaps further efflclenciee could be galned lf

the width of the tables were increased sufflclently so that lenes
could be used for second•grade fruit, and lf chutes were placed on
the side for removal of cull apples. This arrangement would eliminate

llftlng the objectionable fruit 12 to 15 lnches from the conveyor to
an overhead conveyor.

From general observatlons of sortlng tables, it appeared that the

reverse-roll was the most desirable type of table. These tables had
a greater caacity than the other tables. However, sone plant

operators objected to them because the sorters were contlnuouely trying

to focus thelr eyes on a moving object spread ever a relatlvely wide

area. They maintained that the sorters tended to become ”cross·eyed'
and had trouble in focusing their eyes when gradlng fruit over

relatively long periods of time.

§g;;a1;gg11_1;b1gg• Only a few plante were observed using the splral·
roll table. This study showed an average of 19 bushels was graded

per man—hour on these tables, which was slightly less than that on

the reverse•roll tables. Three to four workers were assigned normally
’ to each side of these tables.
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Most plant operatore did not like the
conveyor•belt sorting table because they think it is not an efficient
method of inspecting apples. They maintained that it requires the use
of the hans when the graders should be using their eyes. On the
other hand, some plant operators llked this method for conveying „

the apples past the graders. They maintained that there ie less eye

strain en the sorters than when the apples revolved. However, it
~„g appears that the labor requirements would be significantly higher

for these tables since the sorters have to pick up cr roll ever each
individual apple to do an effective job of grading.l/

Cost by Method and Scale of Operation

The average cost of gradlng was 2.84 cents per bushel. The

large plante had an average cost of 2.94 cents per buehel. The
nedim·eize plante had an average cost of 2.60 cents per bushel.
The small plante hd an average cost of 3.07 cents per bushel. Based

on the findings of this study, an increase in scale of operation
did net appear to have any significant influence on the cost of
this operation. Labor cost varied more within each size group of
plante than between different size groups of plants•·i.e., some

small plante had essentially the sme cost as some of the large plante.

l/ This type table was not used in any of the plante included
in this analysis, but it was observed in another plant.
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The handllng of table sorts, culls, and older apples has been
olasslfled as a separate operation. It conslsts of collectlng these
gradee at packln statlons, plaolng them ln contalners, moving to
temporary storage and stacklng•l/ In most plante the table sorte and
cull apples were llfted from the sortlng tables and placed on a belt
conveyor above the sortlng tables leadlng to the paoklng statlons•
From the packlng statlons, the apples were transferred to a container
by a peoker•

In some plante, the lower·grade frult passed over a second
sortlng table where lt was regraded• From thle sortlng tale, lt
passed over one or more slzlng unlts, going to pecklng statlons,
The better apples were packed ln faoe•and-flll bushel baskets, and
the lower grdes were transferred to junble contalners•

lost clder applee were removed by an ellmlnetor• From the
ellmlnator, the apples dropped lnto a ohute leadlng to a container
or belt cenveyor. These conveyore were frequently constructed under
the main floor of the plant and conveyed the apples to a temporaryT
storage bln on the outside of the plant. In some plante, these
temporary storage blns held only a small volume of apples• In
other plante, such bins held several bushels and were so constructed
that the applee could be duped lnto a truck by gravlty•

lf The fleld crate was the most wldely used container to catchtable sorts, culls and older apples, but other types of contalners suchas universal crates and bushel baskets were used ln sse plante.
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Variations from the above methods in handling table sorts,
culle, and cider apples were observed in some plante, but the basic
elements of this operation were the same in most plante.

After the apples had been collected in the container, the fruit
was moved to storage areas by either a power chain conveyor, gravity
conveyor, two-wheel hand—clamp truck or manually without mechanical
aid. In sme cases, a combination of two pieces of equipment was
used. For example, in some plante a power conveyor traneported the

fruit part of the distance from the packing station with a gravity
conveyor completing the job. The power chain conveyor and two·wheel

truck were the most widely observed methods for transporting
this grade of fruit to temporary storage.

With the two·wheel hand-clamp truck. it was possible for one
man te handle 3.55 buehele per man·minute when moving the fruit 30

f

feet, and 2.96 buehels per man·minute when moving the fruit 40 feet
to temporary storage. However, this operation required the workers
to spend a great deal of their time waiting for sufficient volume

of apples to fill the containers and raking the apples into the

x containers. Consequently, considerably less fruit was handled per
man—minute than the workers were capable of handling. For instance,

one plant observed using the two-wheel hand—clamp truck for this

operation required 3.48 man-minutes per bushel to move the fruit.

These workers were idle a considerable portion of the time, but they
were required to keep a close watch of this grade on the packing

tables to prevent apples frm running over the side or piling up on
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the conveyor belt. Perhaps, these workers could have performed additional

jobs in the plant, but this grade of fruit was frequently collected on

one side of the plant or at one end of the packlng line a coneiderable

dietance from the other operations of the plant. .

With the use of the two—wheel hand-clamp truck, 3.56 man•minutes

were required per bushel to handle this fruit ae compared to 2.22

man•minutes per buehel with the power conveyor.

Since this operation depended largely on the number of workers

assigned to it, the quality of fruit, and the time the workere spent

waiting on the containers to fill, lt is difficult to dra any absolute

inferences from the above figuree. However, it appeared that labor

would be mare efficiently utllized by using the hand-clanp truck lf

the fruit was moved a distance of 50 feet or lese.

Effect of Size of Qperation on Labor Efficiency

This study showed size of operation to have very little influence

on the efflciency with which labor was used in handling table eorts,

culls, and cider apples.o The man—minutes required per buehel for ·

this task averaged 3.93 for large plante, 3.28 for medium•elze plante,

and 3.32 for emall plants. In fact, the small and mediu plante had

sllghtly loer labor requirements for the operation than did the large

plante. This difference was due primarily to the larger percentage

of the applee falling in this grade in the medium and emall-eize plante.

This permitted a better utilization of the workers on this operation

in the smaller plante.
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The small plante generally handled these grades of fruit manually
as usually it was moved only a few feet to temporary storage, It was

a common practice for the medium and large··size plante tc use mechanical

aid of some type because of the greater distance involved in getting
lt to tempcrary storage,
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ggggggent {0; §;;;gg Apple;

Two baslc methods of slzlng apples were observed in Virginia.

One method ls based on the outside dlmenslonsl/of the apples and the

other on weight. Slzlng on the basle of dimension was the most widely

observed method. By this method, the apples move on a belt conveyor

from the sorting table to a series of slalng chains or to a series

of beveled wheels which separate the apples into various sizes.

Figures 17a ad 19. Using such equipment, apples are alzed within e

range of l/B to l/Ä inch. It ls possible, however, to size apples

within other ranges by using different slzlng chains or adjusting

the nachines with beveled wheels.

When apples are slzsd on the basis of weight, they are dlverted

free the sortlng table into canvas cups hlch are pulled along a

track on the slzlng line. Figure 17b. Sections of the track of thls

equipment are movable and connected to a balance•type scale. These

soales are adjusted so that the movable sections of track trip when

a cup containing an aple of the correct weight passes over lt.‘ Ihen

the track trlps, the cups are released, which, lt turn, dumps the apples

into a canvas chute leading to the packing station.

Two varletions in arrangements were observed in slalng apples

with chain units. By one system, the larger fruit is removed first

1/ Outside dimenalons for elzing based on the dlemeter of apples
perpendlcular to the longitudlnal axis from the stem to bloesom end
of the apple. g
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and the smaller frult reoved last, Figure 20, Layout B, lith this
layout of slzing chains, the smaller apples drop through the chain
onto a second conveyor belt while the larger fruit passes over the
chain and meves directly to the packing station, The second belt
conveys the smaller apples approximately two feet where they are

picked up and ehunted back to the first conveyor belt which conveys
them four to six feet down the slzlng line, At this point, the

apples are shunted across a second string chain which reneves the
next largest size fruit, The fruit travels thls pattern until all

of the fruit has been separated into the desired sizes,

By the second arrangement, the fruit is conveyed from the sortlng

table over a series of sizlng chains ln a straight line, Figure 20,

Layout A, With this arrangement, the smallest fruit ls removed flret,
and each consecutlvely larger size ls removed as the apples are

conveyed over the sizlng chains, The fruit appears to be subject to

less bruislng by this arrangement than by the precedlng one because

the fruit falls through the slzlng chains only once, In essence,

with the latter layout, the fruit ls under control at all times except

the one time lt falls through the sizlng chalns,l/

When the sizlng operation is done with a series of beveled wheels

which eject the apples according te size, apples are dlverted from the

l/ 'Hlthout control' refers to the free fall or drop from one
location to another, Equipment manufacturers are attemptlng to design
all sizing units so that the fruit never moves over six or eight inches
without control,
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sorting table into single rows on two small belts forming a 'V',

Figure 19, These belts travel at different rates of speed so as to
keep the longitudinal axis of the apples posltioned correctly to the

sizing wheels, and thus insuring greater accuracy ef sizing, These

belts convey the apples past a series of beveled wheels which are

adjusted at various distances from the belts conveying the apples,
Figure 19, As the apples move down the lane, the largest apples are

removed first, and then each consecutively maller size is removed
es it comes into contact with one of the wheels, The apples mey be
ejected directly to the packing stations er to conveyor belts leading

to the stations,

There is a difference of opinion among apple packers on the

efficiency and effectiveness with which the various types of equipment
can be used for sizing apples, It is not the intent of this study to

over•rate or under•rate any particular piece of equipment, but to

present an unbiased picture of the different types of equipment observed•
Equipment employing sizing chains was the most widely used type

in this area, This type of equipment is manufactured by different
companies in the eastern states, It may be purchased in single

sizing units or in a series of units, The cost of this equiment
depends largely on the width of the conveyors or sizing chains, and
the nuber of sixing units in the line, There is also variation between

manufacturers on the cost of this equipment, However, the cost

appeared to be comparahle between leading manufacturers ef similar

quality equipment,
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For equlpeent of equal capaclty, chaln elsing equipment costs

roughly 72 per cent as much es the welght slalng equlpeent.L/ The

welght elsing equlpment offers nore flexlblllty ln number of grades

whlch can be packed at one tlee, end ln the adjuetment of else:. The

letter ls especlally important when apple: are runnln heavy ln one

er two slse:. Welght slslng unlts requlre the dlverslon of the apple:

lnto slngle lane: before the applee move onto the elzlng unlts,

whereae the chain elsing equlpment move: the apple directly from the

conveyor belt to the elsing chaln.2/ Some growere eetlmated the capaclty

of welght elsing equipment to be only 75 per cent of that of the chaln

slzlng equlpment where the number of tub unlts and slslng chalne are
equal. Thue, there le conslderable difference ln the cost per unlt

of capacity between these two types of equlpeent.

Equlment wlth beveled wheels for the elslng operatlon appeered

to be comparable ln coet to chaln elsing equlpment, but more compereble

to welght slslng equipment wlth regard to capaclty.

Althegh beyond the realm of thl: study, lt appeared from general
observatlon that several plant operators could reduce the cost of

thelr elslng equipment by uelng lese expenelve equlpment. It le felt
8

that the letter half of the chaln elsing llnee could be one else

smaller and stlll handle the same volume of frult. Slnce a large

l/ The coet of chaln elsing equipment le based on unlte hevlng
elght elslng chains. Welght elslng equipment le based on elght-tub unit:.

g/ These conveyor belt: very ln wldthe, but 18 and 30 lnch belts
were the most common else: used ln thls area.
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percentage of the frult has been separated by the tlme lt reaches
the last chains, a emaller slze should handle all of the frult movlng

to thls end of the elsing line,

Several apple packere reported havlng trouble elslng Red Dellclous
apples on chaln elzlng unlts because of their unlque ehape, The

longltudlnal axls (sten to blossem end) of thls varlety of apples ls
greater than the dlameter, Both of these dlmenslons were about the
see on other varletlee, As a result, there le a tendency for sone of
the Red Dellclous applee to rlde over these chains,

It was learned from an englneer of a firm that manufactures end
sells apple slslng equlpnent of both types, that an apple producer ln

a nelghboring state had solved thle problem by adding extra slzlng chalns y
to hle packlng llne,L/ Thls apple grower found that the chaln elsing

unlt falled to size accurately certaln sizes of Red Dellclous apples,

For these slzes, he found that Red Dellclous varletlee should be slzed
l/lo lnch larger than normelly slsed for the box count, He solved the ~

problem by addlng three extra slslng chains to one slde of the regular
slzlng unlt, Plgure 2l, When packlng Red Delleloue varletles, he
shunted the apples over the aumlllary elsing chains, Ckher varletlee

of apples moved straight down the slzlng llne over the regular slzlng

chains, The sane objectlve could be achleved by changlng the elslng

l/ Thle plant wae not vlslted by the author of thls theele, but
the englneer of the flrm had observed the plant ln operation, Slnce
thls flrm sold both types, the lnformatlon was belleved to be unblased,
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chains on the regular sizing line, However, this practice would require
conslderable time an would likely delay the packlng house operation,
Under the flrst system, it took only a few second to change the flow
of the apples with ahunts on the table conveying the apples from one
slzing chain to another,

The chain sizer is probably more difficult to adjust from one
size apple to another than any of the other types of slzlng units, It
involves r•¤av1¤g a chain six to elght feet long and 24 to 30 lnches
wide, and replaclg the chain with the deslred size,L/ This change nt
only requires a great deal of tlme, but also additional capital lnvest·
ment in chains af many different sizes of apples are packed, However,
these chains do not require further adjustment after they have been
put on the machine, By contract, lt is not unusual for the other types
of machines to require several adjustmente during normal operation to
do an accurate job cf slzing,

The we1ght•type slzlng unit requires careful adjustment of the
welghlng mechanlsm to size apples properly, The welghing mechanism ls
very similar to the beam or balance scale, in that the welghln

mechanlam is regulated by changing the position of the weight on the
bea or lever of the scale,

Slzlng on the basis of weight appeared to be the most accurate
nethod of slzlng apples for the wrap•and·count Northwestern box

l/ Size of these chains varles between different models of machinesand different makes of machines, but the 24 to 30 inch chain is acommon size used in this area,
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because the filling of these containers is based on the number of
apples packed in the container, There is a high correlation between
the dimension and weight of apples, but the weights of specific sizes
Vary with varieties, Sizing on the basis of weight is not always the
most desirable for packing containers designed for pecking fruit sized
by diameter, This is due to the fact that there is some Variation
between the diameters of apples of the same weight, As an illustration,
one plant was observed sizing on basis of weight but packing face•and·fi1l
bushel baskets which are based on diameter of apple instead of count,
This plant was having considerable difficulty in getting the machine
to size accurately, In face, many of the apples had to be checked with
a hand gauge before placing them in the basket,
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Four types of packlng equipment were observed in this study;

packlng tables, packlng bins, rotatlng tube, and return•flow belts.

Packtg tables were of various lengths and approxlmately three

feet wide. Flgure 22b. The tables were generally about slx lnchee

deep with the table en an incllne from the side where the applea

were conveyed onto the table to the side where the apples were remeved

for fllling contalners. The lncllne of the tables made lt convenient

for traneferrig the apples to the contalners. Packlng tables had

small openings on the lower side for removal of fruit when packlg

'jumble contalners” or fllllng tube for face·and•flll bushel baekets.

These tables also had one or two small belts on the slde next to the

slzlng units to dlstrlbute the apples on the table.

These tables were dlvided lnto sections of flxed sizes. The

flxed size of each sectlon appeared to be the primary cause of the

greatest bottlenecks ln packlng house operations. There was a tedency

for apples of one or more slzes to plle up on the table, whlle other

sections of the table were empty. The dlvlders were usually

statlonary at mid-point on the table between conveyor belts trans-

ferrlng the apples from the slzlng unlts. It le belleved that

movable dlviders would provide a better distribution of apples on the

tables. This could be done by having pins on the divlders whlch

fit lnto holes in the tables et various lntervals. Flgure 14.

Packing bins were slmllar to paoklng tables except for the depth

and method of distributlng the apples. Packlng bins were usually
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18 to 24 inches deep, and they held a larger volume ef apples then a
section on packing tables• The apples were ehunted directly inte

A these bins from the sizing unit•
Packing bine offered very little flexlbility in packing different

type conta1ners• Each apple had to be lifted from the bin indiv1dua1ly•
Thus, these bine were best adapted te packing wrap·and•ceunt Northwestern
bexes than for other types ef containere• However, it was often
necessary te lift apples freu the bottom of the bine fer packlng•
Since these bins were relatively deep, the apples were else eubjectedI
te more brulslng as they drepped into the bins from the string units.

Retating tube were 36 lnches in diameter with bottne that
depreseed es the weight of applee in them increesed, keeping the apples
about eix inchee freu the top at all times. The depreselng betten
resulted in less bruising of the apples, because they never drepped
ever six to eight lnchee whether the tube were full er empty, These
tube held reughly three bushele of epples• The applee have to be
lifted individually from them for packing, which wae perhaps the mein
disadvantage of the tub, even through the distance lifted was censtent•_

These tube were used universally with weight•sizing equipnent•
Since minute adjuetmente can be mede with the equipment, there appeared
te be a better distribution of apples meng the packere• Ceneequently,
there were lese delays in the pecking operation with these ts than
with other packing equipment.

The return•f1ow belt is relatively new equipment, and only a few
growere had adopted it at the time of this etudy• This equipment
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conslsts of two parallel belts, 12 to 18 lnches wide, with movable

dlvlders spaced at four to six feet lntervals. Figure 23. These belts
a move in opposlte directions, causlng a circular flow of the fruit and

thereby keep the fruit well distributed among the packere at all times.

The return—flow belt offers more flexiblllty than tables, bins

or tube, since any type of container can be fllled from lt. It has

the advantage of permitting transfer of fruit from the belt into a

jumble container without the use of hand labor. In addition, bagglng

equipment may be attached to the return flw belt for fllling consmer

bags.

Ckher equipment used in connection with fllling contalners at the

packing stations were box stands for Northwestern boxes, metal rings,

stands used in packing bushel baskets, and conveyors for removal of

the packed contalners• Two types of stands were used in packlng

Northwestern boxes, home•made wooden stands and manufactured metal

stands. The metal stands were equipped with caeters on the legs so

that the packed container could be rolled from the packlng station to

the conveyor. However, several packers interviewed had a preferee w
for the wooden stand because the metal stand with casters tends to

·

roll around while the container ie filled. The wooden stand is more

difficult to move from one packlng station to another, and the packed

boxes must be llfted manually and pleced on the conveyor leading to

the lldding statlon.A

Plants packing face•and·fill bushel baskets generally had wooden

benches positloned parallel to the packing stations to hold packaglng
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materlals and equlpment for fllllng the metal tubs• These benches
were approxlmately two feet hlgh and of varlous lengths• Some plante

also had metal stande for holding the metal ringe while building the

face of the baeket• These stande ccnslsted of a vertical metal plpe r

about four feet hlgh with a base and a revolvlng top. The revolvlng

top on these etande permitted turnlng the lid durlng the faclng

operation. Cxher plante placed the metal rlngs on the paoklng tables

for faclng• There dld not appear to be any slgnlflcant difference ln

the twe nethods of bulldlng the face for the basket„ Stands were

necessary ln plante where apples were selected from spacer belte
between the elelng units and packlng statlons elnce the metal rin
cannot be placed on the moving be1ts•

Power conveyore were usually used for the movement of packed
contalnere from the packlng etatlone• However, some of the smaller
plante did the operation manually• The initial cost of manufectured

power conveyors ls relatlvely hlgh, but many of the plant eperators

obeerved in this stuy built thelr own• Thus, their cost was
conslderably lower than the manufactured price of these conveyors•

Power conveyore can be used for movement of different types of

contalners ae well as of packaglng material from one work area to
another• These conveyors were observed traneferrlng packed contalners

horlzontally as well as on an lncllne• When traneferrlng contalners
up an lncllne, angle lrons or bars are attached to the cenveyor

chain at various lntervals to prevent s1lpping•‘
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Packaging of Apples

Packaging conslsts of placing the apples in contalners flrmly

and unlformly for protection of the fruit and convenlence in handling.

As indicated prevlously, the various sizes of apples are accmulated

at the packlg station for packaglng. This operation must be carried

on with a mlnlmu of delay for efficient use of equipeent and labor.

If the packing operation le not done at a sufficlently rapid rate to

utllize fully all the equipment and labor used in this operation,

operating costs result.

The rate of the preceding operations (dumplng, eortlng, etc.) may

also be determined by the rate at which fruit is packed, and by the

type of equipment utllized at the packing station. For exmple, the

biggest bottleneck ln the plant operation in several plante appeared

to be at the packing station. This problem was created primarlly by

having too much fruit of one size moving to one packing station at

whlch there was rom for only one or two people to work. When this

happened, the fruit could not be removed fast enough to prevent

slowlng down or etopplng other operations in the plant. Hence, some

growers were faced with lncreased operating cost because they could

not fully utillze the services of all of their emploees at all

times. Yet, it ls imperative that the packing operation be done without

stoppages to maintaln overall efflclency in plant operation.

Variations in methods of filling contalners are followed in

Virginia, but baslcally the operation conslste of obtainlg an empty
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container, placing a liner in the container, and filling the container

with apples.

The process of filling face—and-fill bushel baskets involves more
operations than does the packing of wrap-and-count Northwestern boxes.

Six separate operations are performed in filling bushel baskets:

(l) building a ring face, (2) placing a basket liner over the filled

ring face, (3) placing a metal tub over the basket liner, (4) filling

the tub with apples, (5) removing the tub, and (6) placing a basket

over the line:. The filling of a Northwestern box only requires

placlng a liner in the box, and then placing the apples in the box.

For clarity and better understanding of these operations, they will

be discussed separately in more detail.

Facang and Ealgaag Qggaal gaakaaas Building the ring face for the

bushel basket requires the following operations: obtaining a metal

ring face from an overhead conveyor, inserting a paper fringe in lt,

and building the face from selected apples. Figure 22a.

This operation was usually done by women stationed by the spacer

belts between the sizing units and the packing stations. These women

placed the metal ring on a stand by the spacer belts and filled it

with apples from the belt. As each face was built, it was placed in a

wooden chute which transferred it to the workers filling the tubs.

These chutes passed under the packing stations. Packers removed the

filled ring face from the chutes below the table and placed them on a

bench by the side of the packing table. A basket liner was first
placed over the filled ring face and then a metal tub was placed over
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_ the 1iner• Then, the metal tub was positioned so that it could be

filled by opening a small door on the lower side of the packig table

and raking the apples into the tub• As the tub was fllled, shredded
oil paper;/was dded• The tub was frequently shaken so the apples

would be firmly packed in the tub. When the tub was full, it was

generally placed on a power conveyor leading to a basket turner6g/

Before the basket was placed on the filled tub, the metal tub was

removed and the basket (inverted) was pleced over the llner and the

faced lid of apples• Then, the basket was moved thrcgh a menually

eperated machine (referred to as a basket turner) which turned the

basket to an upright position fer removel of the metal ring and for

lidding•

Pggkigg yogjhgggtern goxggs Packing of Northwestern boxes involved

obtaining a box, placing it on a box stand, adjusting the liner in

the box, wrapping each individual apple and placing it in the box in

a pattern determined by the size of the apples being packed„ When

the box was full, the packers stamed the box count on it an placed

lt on a conveyor leading to a lldder•

Empty boxes were transferred from a temporary

storage area, or aseembling area, by one of the folloing methods:

l/ Shredded oil paper is added to prevent storage scald•
gf Some plante moved the filled tub to the basket turner manual1y•
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manually, on wooden chutea, on gravity conveyors, or on a mechanical

monorall conveyor, Monorail conveyors appeared to be the most

deslrable method of doing this operation, but they required conslderable
capital investment, Because of the investment, a relatlvely high

volume of apples packed is required to justlfy the use of this

equipment, In fact, only the largest plants ebserved in this study
used monorails, The greatest advantage of the monorall was that lt

provided a sufficient quantity of packaging materials available to
the packers at all times and ln an easily accessible position,

,§gg;; Information on the cost of packaging materials was obtained
frm different apple growers and from sales agencies for these items,

Packaging materials composed one of the most important direct costs

lncurred ln packing apples, The size of operation did not appear to

have any appreciable influence on the cost of this material, However,

as shown in Table 1 of Appendix D, there was a great deal of variation

in cost for different types of peckingcontalners,Factors

Affecting Labor Efficiency in Packing Containers

ßggigmgnts Labor appeared to be utlllzed more effectlvely in packing
Northwestern boxes from rotatlng tubs than with any other type of

equipment, The average time reuirement for plante packing from
rotatlng tubs was 4,02 man—m1nutes per box, as compared to 4,59 man•

minutes per box hen packing from tables, and 5,00 man-mlutes per box

when packing from bins, This difference in favor of rotating tubs was
due to the constant distance between the fruit and the packers at all
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times and a better distribution of applee amon the packers, The
distance to the fruit when packlng from tablee varied mere than when
packlng from tube, but not ae much ae when packlng from bine,

The average time for faclng an filllng buehel baekete from
packing tables was 5,15 man·minutee per buehel ae compared to 5,32
man-mlnutee per buehel when packing from bine, However, the latter
time meaeurenent wae for only one plant and ney not be representatlve
of the bin method,

Employeee packing Northweetern boxee were
paid en a piece—rate baels in all plante etudied, Euployeee paoklng
face—and-fill buehel baekete were obeerved under both an hourly and
a p1ece•rate method of payment, The method of paying workere had a
eignificant influence on the time requirements for facing and fllllng
buehel baekete, By the piece-rate baeie, lt took an average of 1,57
man•m1nutee per buehel, When the same operatlon wae dene on an hourly
basie, lt took an average of 2,37 man•minutee per buehel, or 66 per
cent more time, However, the fruit was not handled with ae much care
when done on a p1ece·rate baele,

The large plante had the lowest average labor require•
mente for packlng Northweetern boxee,o The average labor requirenente
for the large plante were 3,78 man—minutee per box cmpared to 4,98
man·m1nutee per box in the medlum·elze plante, Thie difference wae
accounted for by the larger plante uelng oetly translent labor, whereae
most of the workere in the ¤edlu¤·e1ze plate were local packere,
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Traneient packers normally poesessed more skill in packlng and requlred
less time for the operatlon than did local packers. For example,
packlng of Northwestern boxee ln medlum·slze plante was obeerved by

both local and translent workere. The average labor requlrements for
the plant using transient labor were 3.67 man·minutes per bushel es
compared to 6.00 man·minutes per buehel in a plant using local packers.
Both of these groups of packers were packing from packlng tables.

Thue, equlpmnt was comparable in both plante.
Chly one emall plant included in thls etudy was packlng Northweetern

boxee. Therefore, it was mltted from the above comparison, but the
labor requirements in this plant were lese then ln the?medlum•elze

plante. Labor requlrenents were also leee in this enall plant than
ß~

ln eone of the large plante.

Increase in scale of operation dld not result in lower labor

requirements ln faeing and fllllng buehel baskete. In fact, the mall

plante had lower labor requarenente for thls job than dld any of the

other plante. The small plante had average labor requlreents of 4.84

man·mlnutes per bushel ae compared to 5.25 man•minutee per bushel in

the medium-size plante and 5.15 man•¤lnutee per buehel in the large
plante. This difference appeared to be due moetly to management in
the plant. The smeller plant had fewer orkers to eupervlee, and
management appeared to be more effective.

Labor Requirements and Cost for Packing Northweetern Boxes
ae Compared to Bushel Baskets

The labor requirements for packlng Northwestern boxes were
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essentially the sae as the labor requirements for facing and filling
bushel baskets, The average labor requirements for packlng Northwestern
boxee were 4,43 man•minutes per box, The average labor requirements
for packlng buahel baskets (including faclng) were 4,89 man·minutes
per bushel, Thus, there was very little difference in the labor
requirements for packing these twe containere, but there was a wide
varlation in labor cost, This difference was due primarily to the
method of paying the packers, Paekers of Nerthwestern bexes were paid
on a piece-rate basis, whereas packers of face•and·f1ll bushel baskets
were paid mostly on an hourly basis, Laber cost for packing faee·and·
fill bushel baskets was 4,40 cents per bushel, and the cost fer packlng
Northwestern boxes was ll cents per box, It was net uncomnon for
paekers of Nerthwestern boxes to make from $1,50 to $2,00 per hour
as compared to 50 to 60 cents per hour for packers of face-and•f1ll
bushel baskets,
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Work Methods and Equipment for Lidding Containers

Gnly two types of containers were observed in this study, but

several methods of lldding the containers were followed, Lidding

Northwestern boxes was done menually, ad with non-automatic, seml•

automatic, and autoatlc lldding machines, Lidding bushel baskets was

done manually except for a manually operated basket turner used in

turnlng the inverted basket of fruit to an upright position, Small

hand tools were also used for fastenlng the wire loops on the basket

to the lid extensions, but the entire operation could very well be

considered a manual one,

Lidding bushel baskets consisted essentially of turnlng the
basket of fruit to an upright position for removal of the metal face,

placing olled paper, lid liner, and the lid on the basket, Then,

the lid was fastened by inserting the lid extensions into the basket

handles and attaching the wire loops on the lids to the wire loops

on the basket,

The most common method of liddlng Northwestern boxes was done

nanually with the aid of a box lid clep and nail dlspenser, The

box lid clamp consists of a stand about 36 inches high with a clanp

on it which holds the lid in place for nailing, This olmp was

operated by a foot pedal on a ratchet, After the packed box was
pleced on the stand for lidding, the lid was placed on the box, Then,

the lid was pressed down by pressing a foot pedal an held in place

for nailing,
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The nail dlspenser was a small box with slots in it. By
occaslonally shaking the box, the nails dropped into place with the
points hanging down. These boxes were suspended above and within
reach of the worker nailing the lid on the box.

Non—automatic, semi-automatic and automatic machines were used in
some plante for lidding Ncrthwestern boxes. All of these machines
required placing the pads and lids on the boxes by hand«l/ The basic
difference in these machines was the manner in which the bxes were
fed into and removed from the machines. Boxes were fad into an
ejected medhanlcally by the automatic liddlng machine. The semi- ‘

automatic machine required placing the boxes into the machine manually,
but the boxes were removed from the machine mechanlcally. The
automatic machines were positioned between two sections of the conveyor,
so that each box moved through the machine without being manually lifted.

a The non—automatic machines did not allow the box to pass through.
Therefore, it uns necessary to place these machines on on side of the
conveyor from which each box was removed manually and placed into the
machine for lidding. After the boxes were lidded, they were then
lifted from the machine and placed back on the conveyor for movement
to temporary storage or the loading dock.

On certain types of these machines, the ends of the lid wereplaced in horizontal slots in the machine above the box and the boxwas machanically ralsad during the operation.
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Effect of Size of Plant on Labor Efficiency

The efficiency of labor in lldding buehel baskets did not appear
to be associated with the size of plant, but the efficioncy of lldding
was affected by the size of operation in plante packlng Northweetern
boxes. The average time required for liddlng Northwestern boxes was
0.69 man•minutes per bushel as compared to 1.12 man—mnutes per buehel
for lldding buehel baskete. The Northweetern box is a type of container
which can be lldded mechanlcally with very little hand labor, whereae
liddlng buehel baskets le primarily a manual operation. There are
also additional operations required ln lidding bushel baakets.

Considerable variation in labor requirements for
the llddlng operation was found among the different size plante packlng
Northwestern boxes. Conslderable variation in labor requirements was
also found within each size plant. The larger plante tended to use
automatic liddlng machines, while the smaller plante performed the
operation manually with or without various mechanlcal aids (box lid
claps, nail dispensers, etc.). The relative efflciency of performlng
the operation in each size plant was largely determined by the output
of the plant since a work crew and equipment were required for the
operation whether performing at maximum capacity or not, Thus, the
scale at which a plant operated did effect efficiency. For example,
the time requirements for lldding Northwestern boxen ranged from 0.19
man·¤inute per bushel in Plant Number 7 te 1.50 man—mlnutes per bushel
in Plant Number 4. ‘Plant Huber 7 was a large plant using an auto•
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matlc machine, and Plant Number 4 wae a medlum•eize plant uelng a
non·automatlc llddlng machine, The operator ln Plant Number 7 wae
liddlng approximately 200 boxee per man·hour ae compared to 45 boxee
per man-hour ln Plant Number 4, The lldder in Plant Number 7 wae
buey meet of the tlme, whereae the lldder in Plant Number 4 wae
ldle a conelderable portlon of the time,

The average labor requirement for llddlng Northweetern boxee ln
the large plante wae 0,29 man·mlnute per container ae compared to
0,99 man-minute per container in the medlu¤·elze plante and 0,69
man-minute ln the small plante, The large plante were able to effect
conelderable eavlng ln labor by utlllzlng automatic and eem1·automatic
equipment, The medium and emall plante ueed leee equipment, and the
efflclency of theee plante wae largely determined by output of plant,
work methode ueed, and eize of llddlng crewe,

§g;ggj_§g;gg;;• Llddlng buehel baekete wae largely a manual operation,
Therefore, efflclency in the uee of labor le largely determaned by
work methode ueed and obtalning balance in the eize of crew, No
elgniflcant difference wae found ln time requlreeente among the
different eize plante, The Variation in labor requlremente within
each eize group wae coneiderable, which lndlcated that the eize of
crew and work method ueed lnfluenced the efficlency of labor, The
large plante packlng buehel baekete had an average labor requlrement
of 1,15 man•m1nutee per buehel ae conpared to 1,04 man-minutee per
buehel in the medlum·elze plante and 1,16 man•mlnutee per buehel in
the emal 1 plante,
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Effect of Work Methds, Equipment and Experience onTime Requirements for Lidding Containers

Northgggterg Boxes: Time studies;/revealed that there was a significant
difference in the time requirements for lidding Northwstern boxes
by different methodsg/and between experienced and inexperienced
workers. As shown in Table 3, there was more variation between the
skilled and unskilled workers in doing this job with a box lid clamp
and nail dispenser than with any of the other methods. This difference
was due primarily to the skill in handling containers when the box lid
slamp was used as comared to other methods. The least difference
between the skilled end unskilled worker in time requitement per box
was with the automatic lidding machine. Thus, the findings indicate
that as the number of times a box is hadled dacreases and the less the
worker is required to do, the margin between the time requirements for
the skilled and unskilled werker becomes less.

R In lidding by hand, both the inexperienced and experienced werkers
were more efficient when using only a nail dispenser than when using a
box lid clamp an a nail dispenser. Table 3. The former method
required less time because the box did not have to be lifted from a
conveyor to the box lid clap. Movement of the box from the conveyor

Time observation supplemented with unpublished data collectedduring 1953 and 1954 packing season in Virginia by R. Lw Chambliss, Jre,Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics, Virginia PolytechnicInstitute, Blacksburg, Virginia.
g/ Work methods are associated with type of equipment used.
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to the box lid clamp requred additional time. The lidder also had
te pick up a lld to place on the box after lt eas placed on the stand.
When the box eas lldded by hand, the lldder nornally had a lid in
hand ready te place on the box by the time the box reached the lldding
station.

The nail dispenser reduced the tiae requirements for all hand
llddlng methods for both the experienced and lnexperienced eerkers.
Fer instance, by addlng the nail dispenser, the experienced eerker
using the box lid clamp eas able to reduce the time requirements fer
this operation from 0.74 to 0.42 nen-minute per box. Table 3.

Liddln with semi-auteeatic and automatic machines required
less tine than by any ef the hand methods. Table 3. It eas also
found that experience did net effect efficiency as auch as lt did in
the methods ef liddlng by hand. The llddlng rate ef the autoeatic
nachlne eas about teice that of the se¤i•autematic eachine. Since
both of these machines require an operator at all times, the relative
efficleny in a particular plant is determlned by the heurly output
of the plant.

The automatic and se¤i—auteeatic lidding nachinee require
~ slzeable capital investment fer enershlp. Thus,

the fixed cost
(depreciatlon, interest en investment, taxes, etc.) fer these nachines
is relatively high and eeuld be prehibltive unless lidding a sufflclent
velme te justlfy the investment required te een and eperate them.
The cost ef eening and operating the semi·aute¤atlc and automatic
machines ie shoen in Figure az and Tables 1 and 2 ef the Appendix E.
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Due to higher initial cost of the automatic lidding machine, the

fixed cost of owning and operating it ls higher than for the semi-

autmatic machine. However, when the volume of fruit to be lldded

annually beconee greater than 60,000 bushels, the autonatic lldding

machine is more ecenomical to use than the semi—automet1c machine.

Table 3. Comparison of Time Required for Skllled and Uhskilled
Werkers to lid Nerthwestern Boxes by Varicus Iethods,
Selected Virginia Peking Shade, 1953-1956.

Lidder Lidder

By hand ·•-· 1.85 ··•·

By hand and box lid clamp 0.74 •••· ··••

By han and nail dispenser 0.28 1.20 0.74

By hand with nail dlspeneer,
box lid clap 0.42 2.12 1.27

8emi·automat1c machine 0.08 0.21 0.15

Automatic Lidding machine 0.06 0.08 0.07

::======:===========:==========:===========================¤============

The cost of liddlng Northwestern boxes by a prefeaslenal lldder

on a piece·rate basis (1.25 cente per box) is shown by the horizontal

line in Figure ZA. Since these workers were paid on a piece•rate

basis, lt was asaumed that the cost of lidding manually would be the

same regardless of the number of boxes lidded annua11y.l/

1/ Prefeeeional lidders were paid 1.25 cente for lldding Northweetern
bexee manually in this area during the 1956 packing season.
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Based on the findings of thte eeeey, tt appears economical to

eubstltute the semi•autmatic machine for had liddlng lf the machine

is used at or near its capacity when liddig 35,000 bushels annually.

Since the initial cost of the automatic machine was higher than that

of the eemi-automatic machine, it would require liddlng approximately

40,000 buehels annually to enable the plant operator to uee this

machine instead of hlring the boxes lidded on a piece·rate basis. a

Figure 24•

§g;hg]_§g;§;;;• As indicated previouely, there was very little

varlation ln the labor requirements for lldding buehel baskets ·

between different size plante. However, conslderable variatlon

occurred within plante of each size grou. The plant usln the most

labor for this operation had five uerkers assigned to the job. In

this plant, one worker placed the empty basket oer the baeket liner,

one worker moved the inverted baeket through the basket turer, one

worker spread shredded oil paper on the applee, and two workers put

the lid en the basket. No worker in the crew was employed fully at

any time and it appeared that the crew eize could have been reduced

to four and poeslbly three men without reducing the total output.
lt required an average of 1.50 man•minutes per bushel in this plant

to lid a container as compared to 0.67 man—¤dnutes per bushel in one

of the emaller plante where one man did the entire operation.

It appeared that one man was the most efficient size crew for

this operation. It required an average of 0.94 man•minutes per bushel
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for one worker to perforn the llddlng operation. Plants uelng two
workere had an average labor requlrement of 1.00 men•mlnute per buehel.

— However, lt must be pelnted out that the output of one man le llaited,
and thus the crew elze muet be·regulated to the output of the plant.

3

6 Coat of Llddlng Containere

§g;hgl_§;gg;;g• The total coet of llddlng bushel baskets varled T
dlrectly with the labor requlreent, ae thls wae prlmarlly a manual
operation. Perhepe, a charge ehould be alloceted to thle operatlon
for the ceet of the basket turner and small hand toole, but these
machines are relatlvely cheap and would not have a slgnlflcat influence
on the coet per buehel lldded. Thue, with a wge rate of 60 cente per
hour, the coet of llddlng buehel baekete ranged from 0.67 cent to
1.5 cente per buehel.

The average coet for llddlng Northweetern boxee
with the autmatlc and eead·automatlc eechlnee wae roughly 0.7 cent
per box. Thle cost wae based on the volume of fruit lldded ln each
of the plante uelng these machlnee.

As ehown ln Tablee l and 2 of the Appendlx E, lncreaee in elee
of operation would have a slgniflcant influence on the coet of liddlng
contalnere wlth autonatlc and eeml-automatic nachlnee. Thle coet would
rene fra 3.7 cente to 0.39 cent per buehel as the voluae of frult
lncreeeed freu 10,000 to 200,000 buehela, lf ueed with the same labor
efflclency es found ln thle atudy.
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The coet of equlpent (box lid clamp, nail dlepeneer, hammer, etc.)

for lldding Northweetern boxee eanually would be lnfiniteelnel on a _

per-box baele. Therefore, no charge wae uade for the uee of thle

equipment in determinln the cost for liddlng boxes manually. Thue,

the coet variee directly with the time requirements if workere are

pald on an hcurly ba•1•.l/ Thue, it was foud that the cost of llddlng

boxee with lnexperienced llddere ranged fra 1.2 cente to 2.1 cente

per box.g/ ~

1/ Experienced liddere were paid et the rate of 1.25 cente per box
in the plante covered.

g/ Based on e wage rate of 60¢ per hour.
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Packed contalners were transported to temporary storage, loading
dock or cold storage by varlous methods and types of equipment. The
types of equlpeent used included: industrial fork·llft trucks,
gravlty conveyors, two-wheel hand•c1anp trucks, and power chaln conveyors.

The work methods employing power chain conveyors was the predomlnant
one observed for this operation. Power conveyors were nornally
posltloned to receive the contalners directly from the llddlng machine
or llddlng station without liftlng the contalners except in plante
lidding Northwestern boxee manually with the box lld clanp. Ihen
the box lid clanp was used, the packed container was removed from the
conveyor, lldded and placed back on the conv•yor.L/

Power conveyors are like gravlty conveyore•·once they are full,
the dlstace moved should not have a signlflcant influence en the
time requlrenents for the operation. The nunber of workers used ln
removlng fruit Iren the conveyor an etacklng lt ln temporary storage,
cold storage, er movement te loading deck, had a slgnlflcant influence
on the labor requlrenonts for this operation. For instance, Plant
Huber 8 had three workers removlng contalners from a power conveyor
at the rate of 150 containers per hour and etacking then in temporary

1/ Some liddere placed the lldded contalners on the floor or apallet for moveent to temporary storage, cold storage, or loading dockwith a two•heel clep truck, hend•jack truck, or industrial fork—liftinstead of the power chain oonveyor.·
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storage. Plant Number 3 hd two workers removing 200 bushels per hour

from a pwer conveyor and stacking one size in teporary storage and

one size on a road truck• It is readily seen there was a wide

variation in the number of bushels hadled b these workers• This

operation normally requires one or more workers to remain at a given

place regardless of the containers packed, because these workere do

not have sufficient time to perform other jobs in the plant during

the lntervels of time between conteiners, even though these workers

are often idle a considerable portion of the t1me• Thus, the nuber

of containers packed as well as the nuber ef workere had a direct

bearing on the efficienoy of performig this operation•

One plant was observed where the boxes moved from an automatic

lidding machine down a power chain conveyor a short distance• Then,

one worker removed the packed containers from the conveyor and stacked

thm on the floor in nits of five boxes•l/ When five boxes accumulated

beside the power conveyor, two workers with hand-clamp trucks trans-

ported 160 bushels per man-hour 30 to 35 feet to a temporery storage

area•

This plant used an industrial clamp-lift truck for the receiving

operation, and could have used it for removal of packed fruit if the

plant had been leid out properly„ Using the industrial slamp-lift

truck would have eliminated the two workers with hand-clamp trucks•

;/ Numbers were painted on the floor corresponding to sach box
count for segregation of the packed fruit•
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By this method, the packed containers would have been stacked in unit
loads of 24 er 30 boxes from the power conveyor,

Since most plante used power conveyors for this job, only a limited
number of observations were made of this operation using other
equipment and work methods, However, this job is a material handling
operation and very similar to the receiving operation, The labor
requirements for this operation are essentially the same as thoee for
receiving fruit except for the additional personnel required to
segregate the fruit according to size, Plants packing Northwestern
boxes normally packed more sizes and required more workers fer segre•
gation of the fruit than plante packing bushel baekets, Since the
different work methods and equipment for the receivlng operation were
discussed thorouhly in a previous section, the different methods and
equipment for removal ef packed containers will not be discuesed
further in this section,

.Effect of Scale of Qperatlon on Labor Efficiency

The size of plant was not directly associated with labor efficlency
for this operation, It required an average of 0,83 man·minute per
bushel in the large plante as compared to 0,96 man•manute per bushel in
the mediu·slze plants and 0,84 man·mlnute per bushel in the small
plante, Thus, there was very little difference in labor requdrements
between the large and small plat for the number of buehels handled in
performing this job, The large plants used from two to four workere
for this operation; the medi¤.m··size plante used one or two workers;
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while only one worker was used in the small plante. The worker removing

packed containers from the lldding station also lldded the contd.nere

in some of the small plante.

Tlme studies revealed that lt was possible to handle more Northwestern

boxes than bushel baskete per man-minute with material handling equipment.

However, the average time requirements for movement of packed containere

to temporary storage were greater in plante packing Northwestern boxes

than in those paeklng buehel baekets. The average time for plante

packlng Northwestern boxes was 1.00 man•minute per box as compared to

0.74 man·mlnute for plante packlng bushel baskets.

The labor requlrement for this job in the large plante raged

from 0.60 man—mlnute per bushel to 1.06 man•mlnutes per bushela The

plant requiring the most time for this operation used three workers.

Che worker removed the lldded contalnere from the llddlng stand and

placed them on a gravity conveyor leading to the temporary storage

area. Then two workers removed the contalners fro the conveyor and

stecke them by size, grade, and variety. The plant using labor most

efficlently in dolg this operation used a power chain conveyor for

transferrlng the packed containers to the temporary storage area and

the loading dock. Che worker removed one size of fruit from the

conveyor and stacked it in temporary storage. The second worker

removed another size from the conveyor and stacked lt on a road truck

for transporting to commercial cold storage.

The time requirements for this operation in the med1um•size plante

raged from 0.54 man-minute per container to 1.50 man•mlnutes per
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container. The plant requiring the most time used a power conveyor and

two workers for this job. However, the output of the plant was auch

that two workers were idle most of the time. As a result, the labor

requirements for this operation were high in relation to other plante

usin similar equipment. The plant requiring the least amount of

labor for this operation had the lidding machine posltloned close to

the loading dock, thereby requlring very little labor or equipment for

movement of the packed containers to the loading dock.

The time requirements for transfer of the packed containers from

liddlng station to temporary storage varied from 0.56 man•¤inute per

bushel to 1.33 man•minutes per bushel in the small plante. The plant

requiring the most time did this operation manually, whereas the plant

requiring the least time did the operation with power chain conveyor.

In essence, one plant was substituting capital for labor in performing

this operation.

Based on the findins of this study, it is concluded that increase

in scale of operation was not as important as the number of bushels

packed, method of handling the containers, and the nuber of workers

assigned to the job. It appeared that greater efficiencles could be

obtaind in most plants by adjustlng the crew more in line with the

volume of fruit packed.
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LABOR AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS, AND CGI BY PLANTS

To .~ ,...:1- ~•1. „»;„.;;1 1 „ _• .!„• E1 er .·1e.

This study ehowed the labor requlremente for packlng applee to
vary wldely between plante packlng in the eame type of contalnere and
beteen plante packlng in different typee of contalnere. The average
labor requirements for plante packlng Northweetern boxes were 14.35
man•mlnutes per box ae compared to 16.20 man•mlnutee per buehel for
plante packlng buehel baekete. Plants packlng Northweetern boxee ha
elightly lower labor requirements becauee they tended to be more
mechanlzed and used different methode of paylng packere.

The time requlremente for packlng Northweetern boxee ranged from
11.40 man•nlnutee per box in Plant Number 7 to 19.61 man·mlnutee per
box in Plant Number 10. Table 4. Plant Number 7 wae the largeet and
meet mechanlzd plant included in thle etudy. It wae equipped with
an automatic deetacker, automatic dumper, welght elzlng unite, power
conveyore and an automatic liddlng machine. The output of thle plant
wae eufflclent to pernlt eubstltutlon of equipment for labor economically
and to utlllze the labor required to operate the equipment efflclently.
For example, one man with a mechlne did all the lldding from 17 packere,
while, ln eome of the emaller plante, one man wae required to reealn
at a machine to lid the boxee from only four packere.

Management aleo appeared to be very effective in Plant Number 7.
Che een did moet of the eupervlelon, but the owner made frequant lnepectlone
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of the plant, which probably had a direct influence on the output ef
r the workers.

Plant Number 10 was an 1ll·deeigned plant with the equipment poorly
arranged. This plant had a tremendous floor space with the equipment
epread out over a wide area. The equipment wae arranged so that the
applee had to be conveyed great dietancee, making several turne,

reeultlng in inefficient use of equipment as well ae ef building space.
with this type of plant layout, management also became a very difficult
problem. In fact, management appeared to be meh lese effective in
this plant than in the other plante included in this study.

The labor requirements for plante packing face•and~fill bushel
baekete ranged frem 12.87 man•minutee per buehel in Plant Number 15 to
20.04 aan-ndnutes per bushel in Plant Nmber 14. Table 5. Both of
these plante were considered emall. The oerall efficiency of Plant
Number 15 appeared to be greater than that of Plant Nsber 14. Seme
of thle difference was due to the sizing equipment; 1.e., the output of
Plant Number 14 was limited to some extent by the caacity of the elzlng n
equipment. However, management appeared to be the biggest factor
contributing to the greater efficiency in Plant Neber 15.

Meet of the eupervlelon in Plant Nmber 15 was done by a weean who
did a very effective job in shifting workere between operations ae
the need aroee. This weman eeened tc de a better job than the average

Y ann in thie size plant. This may have been due to the fact that meet
of the employees were wesen.
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Effect of Scale of Operation on Labor Requlrenents forPacklg Apples

The size of operation did not have any slgnlfleant
lnfluene on the total labor requirements for plante p.¤u1¤g Northwestern
boxes. The average labor requirements were 13.07 ¤an•mlnutes per box
for the large plante, 15.78 man-minutes per box ln the medium-elze plante,
and 13.55 man-minutes per box for the small plante. The labor require-
mente for the large plante raned frm 11.40 to 14.78 man·m1nutee per
box. The labor requirements in the med1m·slze plante ranged from 12.32
to 19.61 man-minutes per box. Only one small plant wae observed packlng
Northwestern boxes, but the labor requlreeente for thle plant were 13.35
nan•¤lnutee per box.

It ls easily seem that there were nore varlatlons within each group
of plante than between various elze plante. Therefore, lt appeared that
other factors had a greater influence on the labor requirements for
packlng Northweetern boxee than dld the slee of operation.

The total labor requlreaents for packlng face·and·f111
buehel baskete were 17.58 man•mlnutee per buehel ln large plante, 14.92 man-
nlnutes per buehel ln nedlue-size plante, and 16.13 man-minutes per buehel
in the small plante. The labor requlrenente in the large plante ranged
from 16.74 to 18.43 man-minutes per buehel. The labor requlremente ln
the ¤edlu·e1ze plante ranged from 14.10 te 15.72 man-mlnutee per buehel.
The labor requirements ln the small plante ranged free 12.87 to 20.04
man-minutes per buehel.
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One can eee that there wae no eignificant difference in the time
requirenente within the large and medium•eize plante, but that there
was wide variatlon within the emall plante, Ch the other hand, there
was a eignificant difference in the average labor requiremente between
the large and medium•eize plante, whereae there wae very little
difference between the large and small plante, Baeed on theee flndlnge,
it could be concluded that increase in size of operation had a
eignificant influence on the labor requirements up to a certain point,
However, since the emall plante overlapped both the large and mediu-
eize plante, it ie felt that theee differencee were due to work methode,
equipment, management, and layout of the plante,



Table 6. Labor Requirements in Man-Minutes Per Bushel for Different Size Plants te Pack Bushel
Lhlts of Apples, Virginia Apple Packing Houses, Fall 1956.

Packing House Cpératton

P mov. Fruit Grading Handling Face and Lidding Reaoval of Miss. and Plant
1. to Dumping (Sorting) Table Sorte Fllling Packed Floating Foreman Total
A Sta. Dump• Culls and Containers Pers.
N ing 8. Ren. Ciders
T F. C.

Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes MinutesPer Bu. Por Bu. Per Bu. Per Bu. Per Bu. Per Bu. Per Bu. Per Bu. Per Bu.
Small Plants H14 1.84 4.60 5.45 5.32 1.33 .67 .83 20.04 S115 .80 2.40 2.22 3.99 1.33 1.33 .80 12.87

13* 1.34 2.68 _ 2.31 4.20 .70 .78 .67 .67 13.3512 1.30 2.60 3.33 5.35 1.07 .56 .64 .65 15.50T 5.28 12.28 13.31 18.86 4.43 3.34 1.31 2.95 61.76
A 1.32 3.07 3.32 4.71 1.11 .84 .66 .74 15.77

Medium-Size Plants
5 .92 1.84 4.36 5.25 .75 .75 1.39 .46 15.72
4* .41 2.05 1.68 6.00 1.50 1.50 1.39 .41 14.9411 - .72 2.66 3.00 4.68 1.08 .54 .75 .67 14.10

10* 1. 16 4.95 3.00 5.20 .52 1 .03 3.26 .49 19.611* .34 1.72 5.34 5.00 1.00 1.00 .69 .34 15.436* .45 2.40 2.31 3.67 .92 .92 1.20 .45 12.32
T 4.00 15.62 19.69 29.80 5.37 5.74 8.88 2.82 92.12
A .66 2.60 3.28 4.96 .96 .96 1.45 .47 15.35

Large Plants

7* .25 2. 16 3.48 3.23 . 19 .75 1 .17 .17 11.40
2* .55 2.42 3.85 3.50 .35 1.06 .98 .33 13.04
8 .81 3.75 5.25 5.20 .80 .75 1.64 .23 18.43
3 .72 3.12 3.90 5.10 1.50 .60 1.44 .36 16.74
9* .54 3.24 3.19 4.62 .33 .99 1.60 .27 14.78
T 2.87 14.69 19.67 21.65 3.17 4.15 6.83 1.36 74.39A .57 2.93 3.93 4.33 .63 .83 1.37 .23 14.87

* Denotes Plant Packing Morthwestern Boxes
T Total Labor Requirements for Qveratlon *
A Average Labor Requirements for Operation ·
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The owner of a packing house is faced with two types of costa
fixed cost and variable cost. In general, fixed cost will include such
factors as depreclation of the plant and equipment, taxes, interest,
insurance, and salaries of permanently employed pcrsonnel. Direct or

variation cost is generally considered short·run in nature and changes
in direct relation to the output of the plant. These costs are
frequently referred to as operatlonal costs and include such factors ass

E labor Inputs, fuel and oil, packaglng material, repairs, and maintenance

é of the equipment. These costs fluctuate in direct relation to the
f

hours the plant ie in operation and to the output of the plant.
Fixed cost generally occurs regardless of the output of the plant.

Such costs are fixed and cannot be lessened by the plant remainlng idle;
thus, the per•un1t fixed cost decreases as the output of the plant
increases. The extent to which such economics may be galned through
increasig the output of a given plant will deped upon the maxlmun
capacity of the plant.

Fixed Cost

ggpggggggggge Depreclation allowances were made on buildings and packlng
house equipment due to wear and obsolescence of these items. The
straight-line method of depreciatlon was used in this study. Equipment
was depreciated on the basis of I5 years and buildings on a basis of 20
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and 35 years. Pole and frame buildingsl/were depreciated on a 20-year
basis and cinder—block buildings were depreciated on a 35-year basis.

In order to analyze the cost of owning and operating equipment and

buildings on a comparable basis, replacement cost of buildings and

equipment was used. The replacement cost of equipment was obtained
from manufacturers. The replacment cost of the buildings was based on

estimates obtalned from the Department of Agricultural Engineering,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

The estimated replacent costs of various type buildings are

as follows:

1. Cinder-block construction with concrete or wood floors 0 $2.0

per square foot of floor space.
2. Frame construction sheeted on inside, with concrete or wood

floors 6 $2.50 per square foot of floor space.
3. Frame construction, not sheeted on inside with concrete or wood

floors @ $2.00 per square foot of floor space.

4. Po1e·type construction, concrete floor @ $1.50 per square foot of

floor space.

Most packing houses had one main floor with a second floor or

attic under part of the roof for storage of packaging material. The
cost for this additional space in the buildings was based on an estimate
of the additional cost for this added construction in each of the plante

g/‘
Technically, most of the frame buildings were of modified frame

construction in that they were not finished on the inside and the studdings
were spaced farther apart than would be recommended for a frame building.
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indivldually. Since this added construction required only building
the walls higher and putting in an extra floor, the cost for this space
was figured from 15 to 33 l/3 per cent of the cost for the first floor.

Some packing houses were constructed jolntly with cold storage
facilities or buildings for other types of farm storage. In such cases,
the replacement cost was based on the square feet of floor space dcvoted
to the packing house operation.

A few of the packing houses were used for packing peaches during
the summer months. Since peaches matured before the naln crop of
apples, they did not lnterfere with the apple packing operation during
the fall months.1/ Building and equlpnent cost for plante havlg this
type of eperation were prorated on the ount of use by each enterprise.
For example, lf one·third of the annual operating time of the plant
was devoted to peaches, one—thlrd of the building and equipment cost
was charged to peaches assuing all of the building and equipment was
used for peaches; otherwise, the fractional part of each was charged
to peaches.

Iggggggts Anyone with capital in a capitallstic society can invest it
or lend lt to others and obtaln a reasonable return for lts use. Ch
the other hand, anyone who borrows money must pay for the prlvllege
of using the money. Thus, it ls necessary to charge a percentage of

l/ Some plante also packed a limited quantity of summer applesduring the late summer months, but the chief pple packlng operation wasdone during the fall months.
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the capital invested in building and equipment as an expense of doing
busineee. The ratee returned on an investment vary with the type
investment, and coet of borrowing noney will vary between borroeere
and lending agencies. Six per cent per annum was the most connon rate
charged by lending agenciee on farm loans in thie area at the tiee of
this etudy. Therefore, an interest rate of six per cent was used as
a baeis of cnputlng the cost of interest en various itene of equipment
and building.

These twe ltens of fixed cost were oeitted frn
the cost of operating plante becauee the cost of these itees varies
aeong counties, towns, cities, and individual plant owners.

Ineurance ratee for packing houses and equipment vary because of
a nunber of factore such ass type of contruction, location of plant,
acceseibility to fire protection equipeent, end the location of the
plant relative to other fire hazarde in the eurroundlng area. See
plant owners aleo desire a higher coverage of insurance than others
which effects the total coet of insurance. In sone plante, e night
watchnen is used to clean up and check for fires during the night.
All of theee factore will have an influence on the cost of insurance.

Taxes are generally lower in rural areas then in nunicipal areas,
but there are wide variations in tax rates end eleo aeseenent rates
within both rural and municipal areas. Therefore, it was felt that
neaningful chargee could not be eetablished for theee itene of
expense.
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Cberatlng Cost

Packing house equipment wae powered with electric actors in all
of the plante studled, Therefore, the main item of operating expenee
for equipment in the plante was electrlolty, Energy coet for electric
motors wae relatively low, A schedule of the rates for electricity
wae obtained from the Appalachian Electric Power Company, Christiane- g
burg, Virginia, Table l of Appendix F, The rates of consumption for
the various eize electric metore were obtalned free a etudy conducted
by Penneylvanla State Uhivereity,l/ Table l of Appendlx P, Since
several of the plante were operated from the eame electric meter ae
the dwelling, it wae difficult to deterndne the exact coet of electriclty
for the various pachlg houses, loet plante would be ln the high
consumptlcn braoket, paying 1,5 cente per kilowatt hour, Thie rate
was used in derlvlng the cost of operating electric mctors ln this study,
The cost of electriclty for the varloue motors in the plante wae
calculated, but the total coet cf electriclty for the plante could not
be determdned ln exact terme because of the electriclty required for
lights in the plante, Therefore, the cost of electriclty wae baeed on·
eetlmatee received from each individual plant operator,

The cost of gaeoline, oil, and lubrication was relatively small
for the plante included in this study, Plants havig industrial lift
trucke estlmated the coet of oil and gasoline for these machines to be

Uhiv·é£;t$dated from unpubliehed data by William Butz, Pennsylvania State
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apprcalmately ll cents per hour. Thls coet varled to zone extent
dependlng on the size er capacity of the machine; however, such
varlatlons were eo ellght that the effect on the per•unlt cost of
handling would be negligible•

Gil and lubricatlon for other equlpeent ln the plante varied
dependlng on the size of the plant and hours of annual operation. This
cost ranged freu five to ten dollare in noet plants• Baeed on these
coete, a standard rate, five dollars, seven and one•half dollars, and
ten dollare, nee charged to each respective else plant, snall, nedlua,
and large•

Maintenance and Repalrs

ßgglgggpts Most of the maintenance and repalr work on apple packlng
house equipment was done during the non·pack1ng season. However, anne
nalntenance was frequently required during the packlng season. The
cost of ealntenance was eetlmated by questlonlng plant operators and
by referrlng to nalntenance and repair rates ueed in the study by the
Washington State Apple Cenmlsslon and Uhlted States Departnent of
Agriculture on apple handling equlpeent•L/ Based on thle information,
lt was deterulned that 20 per cent of other dlrect costs of operating
the equipment would be a rellable figure to use for all types of packlng

_l/ E, I, Carlsen, et. al., 'Apple Handling Methods and Equipmentin Pacific Northwest Packln end Storage Housee', Research Report No, 49,United States Department of Agriculture, Production Marketing Aeeocletlon,washington 25, D. C., Jun l953•
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house equipment, This ia sllghtly lower than estimatea for repalrs
and maintenance used ln some studies ef cost and ownershlp of farmj
machlnery; hoever, since apple packlng equipment ls protected free
the weather, lt was felt that this type cf equipment would require less
repalrs and maintenance, Although the rate established may be sllghtly
high er low for some particular piece of equipment, it ls belleved that
this cost will adequately cover all minor repalrs and maintenance jobs,
However, lt does not include major modlflcatiens or rebuilding of plant
equipment,

Common repair jobs include such items ass replaclng new brushes
on the cleaner, spllclng·belts, replaclng worn sprocket wheels, replaclng
broken rollers, etc, lobt of these items have a relatlvely long period
cf usage, end repalre are infrequent, Perhaps brushes on the cleaner
are the most frequently replaced items, Same growers had two cleaners
in their planten the better machine was used for plcked fruit, and the
other machine was used for 'drop' apples, It was a ccnnon practice
anong these plant operators to replace the brushes on the better machine
at lntervals ef oe to two years to replace the brushes cn the old
machine with the brushes frem the better machine,

ßgglggggn A charge for maintenance and repairs for buildings was based
an estimates of englneere, Concrete buildings de not generally require g
much repairing except for the roof, Frame and pole•type buildings will
nermally require more repairs and maintenance than do concrete buildings,
A rate of 1,75 per cent of the replaceaent cost eas placed on frame and
pole·type buildings, and 1,50 per cent of replacement cost on concrete
buildings,
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I ~
¢ „ --1e C- e e ‘.e.=n1:.1a:; . na e .1: .

As pointed out previeusly in thls theeie, the size of plante did
net have a eigniflcant influence on labor requirements for the different
packing house operations. Labor costs were very sinilar to labor
requirements ln regards to size of business, but there was a difference
in the unit cost of equipment and buildings among the various size
plante; 1.e., the emaller plante tended to have a larger capital invest-
ment per buehel ef fruit dueped than did the larger plante.

The average annual cost of buildings and equlpeent for all plante
was 6.34 cents per buehel dumped. This coet ranged from 3.10 cente in
Plant Nmber 2 to 21.88 cents per buehel in Plant Number 13. These two
plante had different types of equipment and buildings. Plant Nuber 2
was a cinder•b1ock building equipped with a chain elzing unit. Plant
Number 13 was a frame building equipped with eizlng equipment that sized
on the basis of weight ef the apples. Plant Nmber 2 had roughly feur
times the capital investment in buildings, and one-third more capital
inveeteent in equipment.l/ Heever, Plant Nmber 2 duped 125,000 buehele
of applee during the 1956 packing eeasen as compared to 10,000 bushele
in Plant Number 13, er appreulmately 12 tlnes more apples. Thus, the
difference in voluee explalned the variatlon in unit cost ef bualdinge
and equipment in these twe plante.

t
1/ Capital investment in building and equipent based on replacenentcos .
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The average cost of buildings and equipment in the large plante
was 4.13 cents per buehel duped as comared to 5.12 cents per bushel in
the medlum·size plante, and 10.20 cents per bushel in the small plant.
Thus, lt is easily seen that size of plante had a eignificant influence
in the cost of equipment and buildings per bushel dumped.

The average labor cost for all plante included in this study was
19.00 cents per bushel. Plants packing face—and-fill bushel baekets had
an average labor cost of 15.77 cents per bushel, Table 7, as cmpared
to 21.83 oents per bushel for plante packlng Northwestern bexes. Table 8.
Meet of thle difference was due to the method of paying the pacters and
dlfferences in wage rates, as labor requirements per bushel dumped were
lese in plante packing Nerthweetern boxes than in plante packing bushel
baskets. As indicated‘previously, all plante, except one, packlng
bushel baskete paid their employees on an hourly basis, whereae plante
packing Northwestern boxes paid their emloyees on a plece•rate basls.

The labor cost for packing Northweetern boxes varled from 18.20
cents per box in Plant Number 2 to 25.25 cents per box in Plant Number
10. Both of these plante had chain s1zers_for the eizlng operation and
packed from packing tables. Plant Numer 2 appeared to be well planned
and leid out, whereae Plant Nuber 10 was poorly laid out. Management
also appeared te be much more effective in Plant Number 2. Perhaps, there
were other factors which had an lnfluece en the labor cost in these two
plante, but the above factors were considered to be the nest 1mportant.‘

The total labor cost for plante packing bushel baekets ranged from
12.45 cents per buehel in Plant Number 15 to 20.80 in Plant Nuner 14.
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Meet of thie difference wae due te management in the plante, but eome wae
due to the equipment. Plant Nunber 14 wae equipped with eizing equipment
which elowed the operation of the entire plant, whereae Plant Number 15
had elzlng equipment ef eufficient cpacity for the other operatlone of
th plant.

A comparleen of operating coet by plant operatione ie ehoun in
Table 7 for plante packlng buehel baekete, and in Table 8 fer plante
packlng Northweetern bexee.

Comarieon of laber, equipment and budlding coet by elze of plante
le ehown in Figure 25 and in Table 9.
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Table 9. Labor; Equipment, ard Building Cost Per Bushel by Plants ard
Size of Plant, Virginia Apple Packing Houses, Fall 1956*

Size of Plant Labor Equipment Building ·p„t,1
Plantwf Number Cost Cost Cost

Large
3** 15.35 1.83 1.0 19.08
8** 17.82 1.63 2.22 21.67
2 * 18.20 1.46 1.64 21.30
9 * 22.15 2.10 1.99 26.24
7 * 19.79 3.80 1.95 25.54

Average 18.66 2.16 1.97 22.76

Medium
11** 13.62 1.91 1.12 16.65
5** 15.19 .98 1.70 17.87
1* 24.57 3.75 2.00 30.32

10* 25.25 3.64 8.13 37.02
6* 20.96 2.68 2.55 26.19
4* 22.78 3.29 1.83 28.40

Average 20.32 2.71 2.89 26.07

Small
15** 12.45 2.57 3.94 18.96 -
14** 20.80 2.94 2.70 26.44
12** 15.19 3.65 3.12 21.96
13* 20.92 15.20 6.68 42.80

Average 17.34 6.09 4.ll 27.55

* Denotes plante packlng Northueatern Boxes.
** Denotes plante packlng buehel baskete.
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SUMNARYThis

study was undertaken to determine the effect of different

work methods, types of equipment, and the size of operation on the cost

of packlng apples in bushel units, The information ln this study was

based on plante packing froa 9,000 to 108,000 bushela of apples during

the 1956 packlng season, The data collected st these plante revealed

wide varlatlona in methods of handling and paeklng apples which had

signiflcant lnfluences on the cost of packing houe operations, To

determine the relative influence of these factors on the cost of pecklng

apples, each of the major packing house operations waa considered

separately,

The most efficient method of receivlng apples et the plant was with

the industrial clamp-lift and industrial fork•lift trucke, handling

unit loads of 24 and 60 field crates respectively, but the fixed cost of

these machines limited their use to the larger plante, Gravity conveyors

were the most widely used equipment for this operation in the smaller

plante in Virginia, However, the findinge ldicated that the two-wheel

hand•clamp truck was the most econmlcal and efficient method of perform•

ing this operation in plants having lnsufflcient volme te warrant the use

of industrial lift trucks,

The size of business did not have a signiflcant influence on the cost

of the receivln operation except ln the plants using industrial slamp-

llft trucke and industrial fork•llft trucks, In these plante, the aver-
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age cost per unit of fruit handled decreased with increase ln scale of
operation.

This study showed that the most efficient method of transferring fruit
from the temporary storage area to the dumping station, dumping, and
removing empty field crates was by hand, when the rate of dmping did
not exceed 150 bshels per hour and when the fruit was moved less than
10 feet. If fruit was moved distances greater than 10 feet, a tw0·man
crew, using a two-heel hand-clamp truck, was most efficient when dumping
less than 300 bushels per hour,

The automatic duper withut the autoatic destacker is sloeer
than most hand dumping methods, and is an inefficient method, as well es
a costly method, because three men (the number used in most hand dumping

”methods) are required to perform the operation. On the other hand, this
study showed the autematic destacker and autoatic dumper used jointly
to be efficient and econmical to operate when dmping at a rate of 360
bushels per hor and 70,000 bushels per season, as only two men are
required to operate this equipment.

It was only when the automatic dumping machines were used for this
operation that an increase in scale of operation had a significant in-
fluence on the cost of doing this job, This was due to the fact that
with hand dumplng methods the cost of labor increased in a direct rela-
tion to the volume dumped and the cost of equipment use was negllgible.

The grading operation was done mostly from reverse·roll tables,
The efficiency of this operation depended largely upon the quality of
the tree•run fruit, grading standards of the plant, and the quality of
management. The influence of these three factors was well lllustrated in
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the plant doing the operation most efflciently. In this plant, the tree·
run fruit was of excellent quality, grading standards were high, ad
management was very effective. It was impossible to determine the exact
influence of each of these factors, but management appeared to be highly
important.

. It appeared that many plant operators would do a more efficient and
effective job of grading if the sorting tables were divided into lanes.
By this arrangement, each sorter would be responsible for only a small
prt of the table instead of the entire table.

Table sorts, culle and cider spplea were handled in basically the
same manner in all plante. The degree of labor efficieney achieed
ln doing this job depended largely upon the volume of fruit going into
these grades and the number of workers asslgned to it. In most plante it
appeared that one man could collect this fruit and transport it to a stor·
age area with a two•wheel hand•clamp truck more efflclently than by any
other method observed.

Two basic types of equlpmeut_are used in Virginia for sizing applesz
dlmenslonal sizer and weight slzer. Dimensional slzers are of two types:
chain slzer and beveled•wheel sizer. The chain sizer was the predominant
type used in this area. Dimensional chain sizers are cheaper and have
a greater capacity than the weight size:. The beveled•wheel sizer appeared
to be comparable to the weight sizer in capacity and comparable to the
chain sizer in cost.

Each of these sizars had come deslrable and undeslrable features.
The weight~type sizer sppeared to be more desirable for slzlng Red
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Delicious apples, especially for box·count packe, However, the we1ght—type
sizer was not as desirable as the chain sizer for other varieties, or for
packe requiring apples to be sixed on the basis cf the dlameter of the
applee,

Four types of packing equipment were used in Virginia: packing
tables, packing bins, rotatlng tube, and return—f1ow belts, This study
revealed that more Northwestern boxes were packed per man•hour frm rotating
tube than fr other equipment, but tables and reverse-flow blts were more
efficient for packing bushel baskets,

f

Packers of Northwestern boxes were paid universally on a piece•rate
basis, The most common rate paid was ll cents per box, Packers of face·
and·fill bushel baskets were paid on an hourly basis, except in one
plant in which they were paid on a plece•rate basis, The average cost
of facing and filling bushel baekets, at current wage rates, was 4,40
cents per bushel,

The labor requirements for packing Northwestern boxes were 4,43 man-
minutes per box, while the labor requirements for bushel baskets were
4,98 man-minutes per bushel, It is readily seen that labor requirements
were slightly higher for the face·and•fi1l bushel basket, but this
difference is felt to be primarily due to the method of paying the packers,
Since packers of Northwestern boxes were paid on a piece—rat• basis, they
werked at a much faster rate than werkers facing and filllng bushel
baskets,

This study only included twc types of containers, but several
methods were followed in the lidding operation, Buahel baskets were
lidded manually except for the use ofua manually opereted basket turner
for turning the lnverted baskets to an upright position for liddlng,
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Small hand tools were also used for this operation, but the entire

operation could be considered a manual one.
Lidding Northestern boxes was done with and without mechanical

aid. The most efficient method of lidding these boxes was with the

automatic lidding machine, but the high capital requirements for these

machines prohibit their use in the smaller plante. Thus, the smaller

plants must rely on lidding boxes with or without the use of nail

dispensers and box•lid clamps. This study showed that lidding by hand

with the aid of the nail dispenser was a more efficient method than with

the aid of the box lid clamp and nail dispenser.

increase in scale of operation had a significant influence on the

cost of lidding with semi•automatic and automatic machines. With an

increase in scale of operation, the cost per box lidded decreased.

This study revealed that lidding approximately 35,000 bushels

annually would be required to justify owning and operating the semi•

automatic lidding machine. The automatic lidding machine would require

lidding approximately 40,00 bushels annually.

Movement of packed containers to temporary storage, cold storage or

the loading dock was done by various methods and types of equipment.
ork methods using the power chain conveyor predominanted. The labor

requirements for this job depended largely upon the method of handling

the packed container and the type of containers. Plants packing Northwestern

boxes normally packed more sizes than did plants packing bushel baskets.

Consequently, there were more sizes of fruit to segregate when packing

in Northwestern boxes and,therefore, slightly more labor was required for this
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operatlon. However, the volme of fruit packed and the number of workere

assigned to this job largely determlned how efficiently lt was done. The

workers in some plante were idle a considerable portion of the time and

could have often handled a larger volume of fruit.
The biggest bottleneck in plant operation ln several of these plante

was found to occur at the packlng station. This proble was created by
having too mch fruit of one size moving to one packlng station et which

tere was room for only one or two workera. As a result, some workers
had more work to do than they could accompllsh, while others were

ldle. It is believed that this problem could be overcome by having more

flexlbllity in the size of packlng etatlons and effective management in

regulatlng the size of fruit umped.
The total labor requirements for plante packing face•and-fill bushel

baakete were 16.20 man—minutes per buahel ae compared to 14.35 an-mlntes
per box for plante packlng Northweatern boxes. Most of this difference

was due to the method of paying packers. In addition, there were more
plante in the small size group packing buehel baskete, which fact perhaps
had a ellght influence on the total labor requirements.

The total cost of labor for plante packlng face•and fill bushel

baekete wae 15.77 centa per buehel. The total labor cost for plante

packing Northweetern boxee was 21.83 cents per box. This varlation was
attributed primarlly to a difference ln the method of paying packera of

_Northwestern boxee.
The total cost (labor, equipment and building) for plante packlng

buehel baekets was 20.83 cents per buehel as compared to 29.73 cents
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per box for plante packing Northweetern boxen, Meet of thle difference
uns due to labor cont, bt the average capital investment ln plant and
equipment was higher in plante packlng Northneetern boxes• Perhape, this
was due to the sample ef plante selected, but plante packing Northwestern
boxen tended tc be mere mechanized and better equipped than plante packlng
buehel beekete,
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CONCLUGION °

It appears that many apple growers in Virginia are ”penny wise and

dollar foolish”• Several apple growers are attempting to pack apples

with obsolete and antiquated equipment of poor design which increases

their operating cost, It ls not uncommon for many growers to lose

several hundred dollars worth of fruit each year due to inadequate facil-
ities for harvesting and packing their crop when it has reached the proper

stage of maturity• In many instances, auch losses could be reduced if

proper facilities for handling and packing the fruit were available, Sav-

ings of this nature would probably more than offset the added capital

investment in buildings and equipment needed by growers adequately to

handle their crop•

On the other hand, there are some plant operators who think that all

they need to do is to mechanize their operation, As polnted out pre-

viously in this thesis, some operations can be performed more efficiently

manually than with mechanical equipment, Proper work methods, balance

in crew size for each operation, and balance in capacity of equipment for
various plant operations, were found to be most important in operational

efficiency of the plante.

Based on the findings of this study, it is concluded that increase

in size of plants had very little influence on the labor requirements

for packing apples in plants ranging from 9,000 to 100,000 bushels•

However, the smaller plante had a higher total cost per bushel packed

than did the larger plants because of higher per·unit fixed cost in equipment
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and bildings,
This study indicated that many plant operators in Virginia could

increase the efficiency of their operations by the following practices:
1, Use of two-wheel hand-clamp trucks instead of gravity conveyors for

the following plant operations: receiving fruit, transporting fruit

from temporary storage to the dumping station, and movement of packed

fruit from the lidding station to temporary storage or the loading dock,
2, Adjustment of crew size to maintain balance within each operation,

For instance, multiples of three men were shown to be most efficient

in the receivlng operation when gravity conveyors were used,

3, Dividing the sorting tables into lanes and assigning sorters

to specific lanes, This would not only increase the efficiency of the

sorters, bt would also lead to improvement in the quality of their werke
4, Providing sorting tables of sufficient width so that center lanes could0
be used for second•grade fruit,„ Also provide chutes on the side for re-
moval of cull apples,

5, Maintaining balance in the capacity of equipment and crews between

various operations in the plant, For example, if the maxim output

of any operation in the plant is 100 bushels per hour, the output of the

entire plant will be limited to 100 bushels per hour even if other
parts of the plant are able to handle 300 bushels per hour,
6,_ Providing movable divider boards instead ef stationary dividers on

the packing tables, This practice would aid in preventing apples from

piling up at one or two packing statlons while others are practically
empty,
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7. Arrangement for effective utillzation of equipment and building space.
This involves arranglng equipment so that crew interference end non-
productive effort is minimized.
8. Substitution of lidding machines for hand llddlng of boxes lf volme
is sufficient. The annual volume required for substitutlng machines
for had labor at present costs and wage rates is approximately 35,00
bushels for the semi•automatic machine and 40,000 bushels for the
automaticmachine.9.

Use only a nail dispenser in had lidding Northwestern boxes.
( The use of a box lid clamp lowered the efficiency of both experienced
and inexperienced workers.)
10. Visiting other plants to observe ad seek hmproveents in equipment,
plant layouts, methods of handling and packing apples, etc. This practice
is followed by many of the larger plant operators, and it appears to
pay big dividens for the time, money and effort spent.

It was beyond the scope of this study and will reqire further
research, ut it appeared that many apple growars in Virginia would profit
by having cold storage facilities on their farms. This arrangement wuld
permit packing orders directly from storage, and would increase the
keeplng qualitles and market value of apples. Perhaps more important,
cold storage facilities would permit growers to harvest their apples more
tlmely, and reduce losses due to adverse weather conditions.
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p APPENDIX A

Labor and wage Rates For Operation Virginia
Apple Packing Houses, Fall 1956
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Labor For Operation of Packlng Houses

Host of the labor force used ln packlng sheds was recruited from
local sources, except for workers packlng Northweatern boxes• The
letter workers and their supervlsors were recrulted largely from Florida,
and packed other fruits and vegetable during other seasons of the year;
Since most of these workers epeclallzed in packing other frults and
vegetables, they possessed more skill and speed in packing than the local
workers• However, several growers stated that the work of such transient

llebcr was not as satlsfactory as local empleyees• They maintained these
llpeckere did not pack the apples es well es local packers and had a tendency
to move on to other jobs when the peak of the packlng season was over•
Some operators also reported a tendency of transient labor to quit during
the peak of the packing season because of minor grievancee, or even due
to dlssenslons among crew members. In an effort to overcoe these problems,
some growera paid the packers a bonus of one cent for each box packed
if they worked all season•

A large part of the local help comes from familles of workers kept
on the farms es year•rouhd emloyees• These workers are generally'furnlshed
a house, garden, milk eow and other llvlng perqulsltes ln addition to
thelr usual wages; During the non·harvest season, the regular farm v
workers are aselgned to various jobs on the farm auch ass pruning trees,
spraying trees, and mlscellaneoua repair jobs on blldings and equipment;
The more experienced of these workers who have lived on the farms for
relatlvely long period: of time are generally assigned to some position
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with greater responsibility such ass orchard foreman, plant maintenance
man, or in charge of sales to local customers and truckers. Most of the
labor force in a packing house requires a relatlvely high degree of phys·
ical stamina and experience. However, some jobs such es unloading field
crates from road trucks, stacking packed containers, and catching cull
apples, require less skill than physical stamina. Other jobs such es
duping tree·run fruit fro field crates, grading apples, packaging
apples, etc., require workers of good physical condition and experience
for satlsfactory performance. For instance, the worker responsible for
the dumping operation is often required to work at a fairly rapid rate
from eight to ten hours a day. He also must appreciate the capacity of
the plant, work load of other workers in the plant, and regulate his
rate of dmping accordingly.

Workers assigned to the task of grading (or sorting) must have an
understanding of the established standards for the grades to be packed.
These workers are responsible for inspecting each apple and removal of
objectionable fruit es the apples move past them on the sorting table.
This job requires physical stamina and coordination. These workers sit
or stand at a sorting table eight to ten hours per day which becomes
very fatiguing as they must focus their eyes on the moving aplas and
coordinate the movement of their hands with their eyes. Most plant
operators give their employees a ten-minute break during the morning
and afternoon. This practice of providing some rest for the employees
semed to improve their efficiency.
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Although the grading operation does become an arduous task, it must
be done effectively to meet the established standards for the various
grades of aples, Experience and aptitudes appeared to be the most
important prerequisites for this job, The most experienced or best
graders are normally asslgned to a position on the end of the sorting
table, and make the final inspection of the fruit,

The uorkers packlng Northwestern boxes probably possessed more skill
and experience than any other groups in the plant. The process of learning
to grsap a sheet of urapping paper, place an apple in lt, tuist the paper
around the apple, and place the apple in the box, requires several hous
of practice to became proficlent.

Wege Rates

Data were collected in the packing houses in physical terms·-i,e.,
man-minutes required per bushels for the major packlng house operations,
Hwever, for clarlty and presentation in more meaningful terms to the
reader, cost in monetary terms was also applied to the various operations,

0ne·cfthe objectives of this study was to compare the cost of packing
apples for various size operations. In order to make comparisons on a
similar basis, it was necessary to estsblish a standard wage rate for
the various packlng houses.

The xorkers observed in this study were paid by various methods,
4

The most common method of paylng regular pscklng house employees was on an
hourly basis, Some employees were also paid a bonus st the ed of the
year's business in addition to their regular usges, but this information “
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was not available when the data for this study were collected.
lage rates for regular plant employee: obeerved in this study ranged

from 50 cente to $1.00 an hour for women and from 60 oente to $1.00
an hour for en. However, based on a welghted average of all workers
employed in the 20 plante, the average wage rate for men was 71.5 cents
an hour and for women was 60.8 cents an hour. The most common wage rate
paid was 60 sent: an hour for men and 50 ent: an hour for women.
Variation in wage rates pald by the plante appeared to be due to the
location of the plant and whether the workers llved on the farm of the
plant operator. Plants observed within corporate limits of tone paidi $1.00 per hou to both male and female employees. Plants located on
farm: paid different rates, but the plant: located nearer industrial
center: generally paid higher wage: to their employee: than plante,located futher from industrial center:. ,

Since 60 cente an hau for men and 50 cent: an hour for women ware' ·°
the most common wage rates paid during the 1956 packlng season in the
plante included in this study, these wage rates were used in computing‘ o
labor cost for workere performing various jobs in the plante, except for T
those jobs requlring a greater degree of skill of for those jobe done on
a piece·rate basis. These wage rates may appear slightly low, but most
of these wrkers received other perquisites. In addition, moet of these
workers received year•around employment, while other workers ware employed
for only elght weeks during the packing eeason and must seek other
eaployment during other seasons of the year.
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p Industrial fork•lift and clamp•lift truck operators, werkers operating
automatic lidding machines, packers of Northwestern boxes, and hand lidders
of Northwestern boxes generally require considerably more skill and
experience than other workers in the plant, Industrial lift truck
operators and men operating automatic and hand lidding machines for
Northwestern boxes were paid from 70 cents to $1,20 an hour, depending

1

upon the location of the plant, Based on these wage rates, it was decided
that one dollar per hour would be the most satisfactory standard to use
in computing the labor costs for performance of these jobs,

The wage rate for packing Ncrthwestern boxes ranged from 10 to 12
cents, but 11 cents per box was the prevalent rate paid, Packers with
more experience and skill usually packed 150 to 175 boxes per ten·hour
day, and packers with less skill and experience packed from 100 to
125 boxes in the same period of time, These packers generally have
an agreement amcng themselves to rotate packing stations every half-
heur or hour, so that each packer will spend an equal ameunt of time at
each packing station, Since these werkers were paid universally on

· a piece-rate basis, the wage rate for this operation was computed for
each plant on the basis of ll cents per container,

Since the plants in this study were classified as large, medim,
and small, it was found necessary to compute the cost of plant foreman
in these plants on the basis of each grou of plante individually, Several
of the larger plants hired a plant foreman in addition to the general
foreman, whereas in the mediu and small size plante the supervision
was generally done by the owner, Since most of the plant supervislon
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in the smaller plante was done by the owner of the plante, their wage
rate was based on what these growers thought lt would cost them to hire
a plant foreman, assming one could be found to do the job, These growers
estimated different amounts, but, based on an average of their estlmates,
$85 per week for medium size plante and $75 per week for small plante
appeared to be reasonable wage rates, Thus, these wage rates were used
in computing costs of plant foreen in the small and medium size plante,

wage rates paid to plant foremen in larger plante ranged frm $100,00
to $125,00 per week, Host of the foremen worked in the plante only
during the apple packing season, However, some of the foremen worked
for the owners of the plante on a yearly basis, The wage rates for
foreen working on a yearly basis were approximately the same as for
those who worked only during the harvest season, Based on wage rates
paid to the foremen in the larger plante, $115 per week was felt to be
the appropriate change to use,

Some of the larger plante hired a state lnepector in addition to the
other employees, The services of these inspectors cost the plant
operator $110 per week, Since the main function of these lnspectors
was to lnspect the fruit, the cost of the inspector was charged to the
grading operation, Perhaps, part of this cost should have been prcrated
to the sizing operation, but the sizing operation was done mechanlcally,
and no labor cost was charged to it directly,

There are likely to be variations from the preceding allocation of
labor cost in apple packing houses in future years, but the degree of
such variatlon would be impossible to determine, With lncreaaed plantlngs
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of young trees durlng recent years, more trees coming into production,

and a decreaslng supply of farm labor, lt is anticipated that the cost
of packing house labr is likely to be higher ln future years (assuing
the same level of industrial activity and wage rates ln future years),

However, the extent of any future increase ln wage rates is at best a
guess, Therefore, the wege rates in the precedlng section were used for
computing labor cost for the various packlng house operations in this p
study,
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APPEIDIX B

Cost of Recelving Apples With Various Types
of Equipment and Different Rate: ef Annual

Use, Virginia Apple Pecking Houses, Fall 1956«
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1
APPEBDIX C

Cost of Dnging Fruit luth Autemetlc Unger,
Autonnetie Ueetecker and Auteneetlc Dueper et Different

Levels ef Annual Use, Virginia Apple Facking Heuees, Fell 1956
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APPENDIX D

Cost Packing Itatarial, Virginia Packing Hauses,

Fall 1956
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Table 1, Packaging Material Cost, Virginia Packing House Fall 1956

I', : ‘ V
' '· V Z.! l Q1)! __ • Y ; _)Q _; Q g

Nrap and Count Northwestern Box
Shock Material 55,5Assemble Box 2,25Nail to assemble box and put lid on 2,00Liner for boxes 5,30Wrapplng 8,00 ______

Total 73,05
Face and Fill Bushel Basket (Tub Bottom)

Bshel Basket including lid 42,50Basket lines (Purple) 5,19 ‘
Basket Lid Cushlon 4,64Shredded oil paper (25¢ per lb,) 3,00 ______

Total 55•33

F°°°
and Fill B¤she1 Basket (Stare or flat Bottm)Bushel Basket including lld 8,33Basket Liner (Plain) 4,87Basket Lid Cushion 4,64Shredded oil paper (25¢ per lb,) 3,00 ______

Tray Pack in Flberboard Cartcns (200 lb, test ut,)
Tray Pack Container (unaasembled) 31,0Fiber trays (asaualng five per box) 4,3 ea, 21,5Staples ,4

TOtI1 52•9

Nine Fivepound consmr bags in Master CartonMaster Carton (unassembled) 21,10Dlvider 6,30Nine five·pound bags (Prlnted) 2,5 ea, 22,5Bag Cloaures or stales ,4

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::a::::::::::::::
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— APPENDIX E

Table 1

Cost of Owning and Operating Semi•Automatic and Autcmatic
Lidding Machines at Various Levels of Annual Use•

Virginia Apple Packing House, Fall 1956
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Table 1. Estimated Cost of Owning and Operating Automatic Lidding
Machine Virginia Apple Packing House, Fall 1956

Boxes Lidded Fixed Cos V Per Direct Cos
’

Per Total Cost Per
Per Season 100 Bu. 100 Bu. 100 Bu.

(ßushels) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars)

10,000 3.48 .22 3.70
20,000 1.74 .22 1.96
30,00 1.16 .22 1.38
40,000 .87 .22 1.09
50,000 .70 .22 .92
60,000 .58 .22 .80
70,000 .50 .22 .72

022 0%
90,000 .39 .22 .61

100,000 .35 .22 .57
150,000 .23 .22 .45
Qoojom Q 017 022 I39

1/ Fixed cost based on automatic machine at cost of $3600, fixed cost
includes depreciation (15 years) and interest at six per cent of
average capital investment in machine. Insurance and taxes omittd
because of variation among different areas.

2/ Direct cost based on time observations, lidding at rate of 100 boxes
per 7 minutes, however, due to delays in operation 20 per cent
allowance was made. This cost included labor ($1.00 per hour),
electricity ts H.P. Motor • 1.5 cent per Kwhr.). Maintenance and
repairs based on 10 per cent of Labor and Electricity cost.
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Table 2. Estimated Cost Oning and Operating Semi•Automatlc Lidding
Machine Virginia Apple Packing House, Fall 1956

Boxes Lidded Fixed Costij Per Direct Cosäiö Per Total Ouning and
Per Season 100 Eu. 100 Bu. Operating Cost

Bue

(Bushels) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars)

10.000 2.32 -40 2.72
20.000 1.16 -40 1.56
30.000 .77 -40 1.17

•4O

e46 •4-O •86
60.000 .39 -40 .79
70.000 .33 -40 .73

•29 •4O •69
90.000 .26 -40 .66

100.00 .23 -40 .63
150.000 .15 -40 .55
200.000 .12 -40 .52

1/ Fixed cost based on semi·automatic lidding machine at cost of $2400.
Fixed cost included depreclation (15 years) and interest at six
per cent of average capital investment in machine. Taxes and
insurance omitted because of variation among different areas.

2/ Direct cost based on time observations lidding at rate of 100
boxes per 17.5 minutes g however, due to unavoidable delays 20
per cent allowance was made. This cost included labor ($1.00 per
her), •lectriclty(3 H.P. motor - 1.5 cents per Kuhr) Maintenance
and repalrs based on 10 per cent of labor and electrlcity cost.
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APPENDIX F

Power Consumptlon for Various Size Electric
S

Motors and Monthly Rates for Electricity, Christianburg,
S

Virginia, 1956
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188APPEIDIX G

Estimeted Cost cf Buildings, Virginia Apple
Packing Hausen, Fall 1956
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